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Weissman considers independence

A new report
by FiveThirtyEight determined
that Federal
Reserve Board
Chair Janet
Yellen has
been tippingoff the “temperature” of Fed meetings with
the type of knot she ties her scarf.

ARTS & STYLE 17
Masterclasses to be taught
by rapper T-Pain (p. 17)

he was motivated to secede primarily because Weissman does
not receive endowment funds
donated by Baruch alumni. These
funds, instead, go to the Zicklin
School of Business.

Baruch College administrators have announced that, effective April 10, all elevators in the
Lawrence and Eris Field Building
would be shut down for the rest
of the spring semester. The infamous facility, also known as 17
Lex. or the 23rd Street building, is
notorious for its frequently nonfunctional, typically slow and
sometimes dangerous elevators.
The elevators have often broken
down during use, leaving students and professors trapped in
the crowded metal boxes.
When the elevators are not
running, the building’s lobby is
overcrowded during peak hours.
Students journeying to the building for their evening classes typically have to spend upwards of
20 minutes waiting on long lines
in the lobby before even getting
on the elevators. Many students
resolved to taking the stairs in order to get to their classes on time,
many of which are on the eighth
and higher floors.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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As news of Weissman’s secession shook a quarter of Baruch population, Zicklin students were busy networking on-campus.
BY JUNG TURK
The Weissman School of Arts
and Sciences is in the process of
establishing itself as a separate
college independent from Baruch
College, according to an urgent
memo sent en masse by the office

of Weissman Dean Jeffrey Peck.
The memo was emailed to Baruch
students at 4 a.m. on Friday, March
27. Staff members at the dean’s office and all Weissman department
chairs, on behalf of Weissman faculty members, signed the memo.
Peck stated in the memo that

After completing his degree
in musical
composition at
University of
Miami, T-Pain
will be touring
college campuses, offering
three-hour masterclasses for all
things related to music and the
music business.

Jon Stewart to teach media
satire course from Fall semester
BY UTSUKUSHI HINODE

SCIENCE & TECH 21
Nye says creationists are
“not totally wrong” (p. 22)
Bill Nye recently recanted
his belief that
creationism is
not scientific.
A new study by
Nye and Cornell graduate
students has
found scientific support for the coexistence
of humans and dinosaurs.

SPORTS 24
Carmelo Anthony retires
from basketball (p. 24)
In an unprecedented announcement,
Carmelo Anthony declared
his retirement
from professional basketball on March
28. According to the superstar
forward, the Knicks’ losing ways
have zapped his desire to play
the sport.
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17 Lex elevators
to be shut down
throughout
Spring semester
BY RICKY ZICKLIN

FEATURES 10
Baruch business student
quits school for harp (p. 12)
Baruch business student,
Burton Spencer, left the
Zicklin school
to pursue a
career as a professional rock
harpist, calling
finance “stupid.” Spencer will
perform in BPAC this summer.
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Students arriving to the Vertical Campus on March 23 were greeted by an empty
bench where Bernard Baruch’s statue had previously been installed.

On Feb. 18, Jon Stewart, the
Emmy Award-winning and widely
acclaimed news satirist, entertainer and director, announced that he
would be leaving The Daily Show
later in the year, after a career
spanning nearly two decades.
He did not mention who would
replace him, nor did he expound
his plans. Although there are
now whisperings of him returning to stand-up comedy, Stewart
surprised many after announcing that he would be assuming a
teaching position at Baruch College. Stewart is slated to begin
teaching at Baruch from the Fall
2015 semester.
Stewart’s announcement came

a few months after former Daily
Show correspondent and also
Emmy Award-winning satirist
Stephen Colbert ended the run of
his program, The Colbert Report,
last December.
Throughout the course of his
career, Stewart assumed the role
of facilitator in opening dialogue,
vehemently criticizing the various aspects of contemporary news
coverage. He took no prisoners,
CNN, MSNBC and Fox included,
although he arguably directed
much of his satire at the news
practices of the latter two organizations, a tendency he said was infleunced by his “special affinity for
the ‘hardly’ right.”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 27

Baruch’s statue disappears and
reappears in a shroud of mystery

Shake Shack to pilot express
outlet at Bearcat Lounge

BY COUNT DUKU

BY BAI YU

Under the guise of darkness, an unidentified robber swiped the
statue of Bernard Baruch from its prominent display in the lobby of the
Newman Vertical Campus on March 23. Police have taken a Baruch
College student into custody for questioning and the statue has since
been replaced, according to the Department of Public Safety.
The robber left a scaled size of the iconic bronze statue on the lobby
bench in place of the stolen statue. Similar maquettes are presented
to benefactors. Students heading to their morning classes informed a
Public Safety officer of the situation.
Though Public Safety did not make the officer who worked the desk
on the morning of March 23 available for comment, the department
stated that Baruch President Mitchel Wallerstein was contacted about
the theft. Wallerstein immediately called a meeting, which culminated
in the purchase of another statue.
“Myself and the heads of Zicklin [School of Business] and the other
two schools, we made it a priority to meet and figure out what to do next
after hearing the statue was stolen,” said Wallerstein. “That statue to us
is like Mickey Mouse to Disney World.”

Walking around Baruch College, students may have noticed
the new food choices on campus.
This semester has seen major
changes to student’s dietary options in the Vertical Campus. New
vending machines are present on
every floor with new ice cream
options. The dining hall has upgraded to a new vendor selling
more diverse and healthier food
options. The Auxiliary Board has
saved its biggest addition for last.
Shake Shack will be open its counters in the Bearcat Lounge. Now
students can get Shake Shack’s signature burgers, hot dogs, crinklecut fries, shakes, frozen custard
and never-ending lines without
having to leave the turnstiles.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 27

Connor Levens, president of
the Undergraduate Student Government, shared the news with
the senate on March 24 and was
instantly met with roaring applause. Baruch has been chosen
to beta-test the pilot program,
Shake Shack Express. As part of
an aggressive growth strategy,
CEO Randy Garutti believed that
expanding into the dining halls of
colleges across the country would
be a low-cost option to boost the
bottom line. Shake Shack’s biggest
consumers are young adults from
18 to 25. These compact restaurants could help address the rising
costs of real estate and logistical
issues associated with brick-andmortar Shake Shacks.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Weissman seeks to separate from Baruch College

News Briefs
COMPILED BY
COUNT DUKU
Mayor Bill de Blasio’s son,
Dante, has declared that he will
be attending Baruch College
for the next four years. After his
applications to private universities were submitted late, making him ineligible for consideration, Dante applied to CUNY,
according to a source close to
the mayor’s family who wished
to remain anonymous. Baruch,
however, was not Dante’s school
of top choice in CUNY. Dante
decided to enroll in Baruch after
receiving a “less than flattering”
admission offer from Hunter
College, added the source.
_________________________
Last week’s CUNYfirst outage
has been extended to the end of
the semester, according to CUNY
Newswire. A severe server malfunction identified during the
routine database maintenance
prompted the decision to shut it
down. Students will have to register for Fall semester courses at
the registrar’s office. In a press
release, CUNY Central acknowledged that it had begun developing CUNYsecond, the next
generation of CUNY database.
CUNYsecond will be designed
by students taking introductory
computer science courses at
CCNY. The beta version of CUNYsecond is already functioning
more efficiently than CUNYfirst.
_________________________
Baruch College’s USG has no
more money left in its budget.
According to senate meeting
minutes, USG spent the remainder of its budget on the new ice
cream machines located on
various floors in the VC. For the
rest of the semester, USG meetings will host ice cream parties, where senators will work
diligently with other clubs and
Student Life to determine the
favorite flavor for Baruch students. Chocolate is said to be the
frontrunner, but strawberry is a
close second. One senator was
quoted saying, “This was totally
worth it.”
_________________________
The MTA reported that the L
train will stop running “for the
foreseeable future.” Construction workers doing fast track repairs noticed that rails under the
East River have mostly eroded.
“I don’t know how trains haven’t
derailed,” said one worker aware
of the situation. The MTA will
run a shuttle bus over the Williamsburg Bridge to compensate for discontinued service. It
is also considering installing an
East River zip line as an alternative means of transportation.
One angry Brooklyn resident has
reportedly built a raft to cross
the East River from his home
in Williamsburg.
_________________________
Gov. Andrew Cuomo has decided that CUNY is no longer
worth its funding and slashed
the 46 percent of CUNY’s budget
allocated by the state. Cuomo
announced last week that he
would discontinue all CUNY
funding after reading a “damning” editorial in The Tickler,
which he reportedly reads every
week. He was especially a fan of
Politicker in the Opinions section. According to a New York
Times source, Cuomo called up
Mayor Bill de Blasio and said,
“Good luck, Chuck.” The governor was also seen burning his
favorite Bearcats sweatshirt and
baseball cap in Albany.
_________________________

CONTINUED FROM THE FRONT PAGE
“We here at Weissman no longer
wish to be associated with an institution that refuses to monetarily
acknowledge our existence. We
are not receiving the support we
need. For this reason, among others, we have decided to part ways
with Baruch,” wrote Peck. “This is
an entirely unanimous decision on
our part.”
The endowment funds in question come from the Baruch College
Fund, which seeks tax-deductible
donations from Baruch alumni.
Over 80 percent of the funds comes
from Zicklin graduates. Former
students of Weissman and School
of Public Affairs also make donations, only lesser. However, according to a report released by Granda
Mensogo, director of the Baruch
College Fund, the endowment
funds are channeled entirely into
Zicklin programs.
“I understand the logic behind
building up Zicklin’s resources
and programs,” said Peck in an
interview with The Tickler. “After
all, 70 percent of our students are
Zicklin majors or intended [Zicklin] majors. However, the logic is
flawed. Contrary to popular belief,
Weissman students do exist in this
school, and they deserve attention
and affection.”
A reply-all response to the
memo sent by Zicklin Dean H.
Fenwick Huss read, “Good riddance.” In an interview with The
Tickler, Fenwick asserted, “From
a management perspective, this
is for the best. Soon enough, there
will be a surplus of available funds,
which Baruch can continue to funnel into its core, business-oriented
programs. I wish my associates at
Weissman the best of luck in all
their endeavors.”
He added, “I shall watch this
situation devolve into chaos with a

Weissman will remain part of
the CUNY system. However, to
compete with reputed liberal
arts colleges, tuition and fees
will see an increase of roughly
1500 percent. This will bring
the tuition of full-time,
undergraduate residents of
New York State to just under
$50,000 a semester.

Despite separating from Baruch, Weissman will remain a CUNY constituent campus.
bemused smile on my face.”
David S. Birdsell, dean of the
School of Public Affairs, shared
his grievances with The Tickler. “As
far as I knew, Peck and I were supposed to be in this together. I was
the one who proposed the idea of
secession in the first place, but we
both agreed that we wouldn’t act
upon it until we could gather our
bearings. This is a Zicklin-level
ploy, and while I do hope that my
friends at Weissman do well, I
cannot help but feel betrayed.” He
went on to call the decision “middle child syndrome at its finest.”
Although the details of the separation have yet to be finalized, Peck
said, “We are very, very close to
achieving freedom from the perils
of late capitalism.” He expects the
transition process to be complete
by August 2016. “It may be a little
rocky at first, but this is the best option for Weissman faculty and students in the long run. Our goal is to
be one of the top 10 liberal arts colleges in the tri-state area by 2026.”
Logistically speaking, Weissman will remain a part of the
CUNY system. However, in order

Elevator woes escalate
CONTINUED FROM THE FRONT PAGE
After several failed attempts to
fix the problems, including beefing up security to direct the two
lines and the implementation of
one express elevator, the college
has decided to discontinue the
elevators all together.
When asked about the decision to retire the elevators, Director of Intra-Building Transportation David Stairsman said,
“The elevators are obviously an
important part of the 14-story
building’s infrastructure, but they
just don’t work anymore, and it’s
impossible to fix them. Elevators
are complicated.”
Stairsman also mentioned that
Public Safety would be ready for
the impending onslaught of angry
students who could no longer rely
on the elevators. “We’ve briefed
Public Safety on the issue and
they have assured the building’s
management that they can handle
any backlash from students upset
by the elevators.”
Baruch students, however, are
harboring no animosity toward
the administration or anyone else
in regard to the shutdown of the
elevators. When asked how she
would handle the lack of elevators, Jennifer Walkington, a junior
majoring in international business, said, “I haven’t used the elevators in years, so it really doesn’t
affect me that much.”
For many students, the elevators are so ineffective that they
are unusable to begin with. A large
number of students taking evening
classes at 17 Lex also take classes
in the VC that end just 20 minutes
before peak hours in 17 Lex. The
number of students walking from
the VC trying to get to classes on
the highest floors of 17 Lex is the
root cause of the overcrowding,
a problem compounded by the
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to compete with reputed liberal
arts colleges—Barnard College,
Vassar College and Skidmore College, to name a few—tuition and
fees will see an increase of roughly
1500 percent. This will bring the
tuition of full-time, undergraduate
residents of New York state to just
under $50,000 a semester.
“The new price tag is justified by
the costs of separation and transition,” explained Peck. “If we want
to compete with other schools, if
we want to establish ourselves, we
must simply must raise our prices.
The new tuition costs will also help
us fill in the gap in terms of endowment funds that we never received.
Liberal arts is an expensive track.”
John Cash, a sophomore majoring in management of musical enterprises, expressed concern about
the implications for students. “As
much as I love the idea of never
being condescended by some accounting major in an ill-fitting suit
again, I’m not sure the administration has thought this thing through.
If I wanted to pay that much money
for a degree, I would have gone to
New York University. At least they

own half of the East Village.”
Cash also stated that he is concerned about Peck’s plan for facility use. According to the memo,
post-secession Weissman facilities
will be housed in 17 Lex building.
“The new tuition rates are especially important if we wish to expedite the renovation process in the
23rd Street Building,” wrote Peck.
“It is going to take a while to fix the
building up, but it will be worthwhile when we have a vertical campus to truly call our own.”
Cash said, “I’m ecstatic that I
won’t have to worry about being
trampled to death during the clubhour rush. That alone is worth the
new price. I also won’t ever to have
dodge falling ice again, so I’m optimistic about this change in venue.”
Barry M. Bernard, a senior majoring in accounting, had the following to say: “Wait, what do you
mean there’s more schools at Baruch than just Zicklin?”
Peck added that he is cautiously
optimistic about where the future
will take Weissman. “English majors of Baruch, rejoice. This is your
time to shine.”

Shake Shack Express
comes to Bearcat Lounge
CONTINUED FROM THE FRONT PAGE
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Elevators in the 17 Lex building are notorious for frequent breakdowns.
sluggish elevators.
“To be honest, it’s usually easier (and faster) to walk up the stairs
to my calculus class on the 14th
floor at 6 p.m. instead of waiting on lines for the elevators. I’m
pretty sure I can walk faster than
the elevators move,” said Henry
Tiredson, a sophomore majoring
in English.
There is a group of people,
however, who are upset about
the elevators being shut down:
professors. Professors who teach
classes in 17 Lex are not required
to wait behind students for elevators, but instead can show their
faculty ID to the security guards,
who then escort the professors
to the front of the line and on the
first available elevator. This allows
professors to get to their classes at
a reasonably time.
“This is outrageous. My class
is on the seventh floor. I can’t
walk up that many stairs so late
in the day; I’m exhausted,” said
Dr. James Faleyuahl, a biology
professor who has a lecture in the
building at 5:40 p.m.
“The bigger problem is getting to class on time. How can I
take off points for late students
if I’m stuck behind them on
these lines?”

Shake Shack sprouted from a
hot dog cart in Madison Square
Park to support the Madison
Square Park Conservancy’s first art
installation. A decade later, Shake
Shack has opened eight other locations in New York City. However, it has higher hopes after seeing
the success of other restaurants
that have moved into dining halls,
like Chick-fil-A on the campus
of New York University.
According to Edwin Bragg,
Shake Shack’s director of marketing, Shake Shack Express does not
have same full menu and other
services as regular Shake Shacks.
It will be open from 9 a.m. to 8
p.m. and host a special menu that
will feature Shake Shack classics,
like the Shackburger, Smokeshack, Shroom Burger, Hot Dogs
and Chicken Dogs, in addition to
breakfast sandwiches like bacon,
egg and cheese. Of course, it will
feature a selection of frozen treats
created just for this location. The
concretes will be called Bearcat
Batter. However, unlike other
locations, it will not serve alcohol.
In order to maximize profitability, Baruch’s Shake Shack Express will also sell to non-Baruch
students. However, due to Baruch’s stringent security, Shake
Shack plans to hire staff to work
in the plaza and take orders from
non-Baruch students. The orders will be delivered outside by
other runners.
Shake Shack chose Baruch due
to its proximity to its flagship location in Madison Square Park that
is currently under construction,
but also mainly because the untraditional contract that was signed
between the two parties.
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The express outlet will look more compact than traditional stores.
Although Shake Shack will cover the cost of the renovating and
installing the new counter, it will
retain 95 percent of the profit during this two-year contract. Garutti
stated this provision will allow
Shake Shack to figure out the profitability and the proper contract
prices for future schools.
Even though Baruch is not
gaining much financial benefits
from this partnership, the college
still believes that this new joint
venture will bring great value. USG
Representative Senator Daniel
Doorknob proclaimed, “This will
be a huge attraction for Baruch.
It will definitely be a selling point
not just over other CUNY schools
but all other schools in the city.
Also, it will boost the camaraderie
of the students as you can meet so
many different new people while
waiting on the lines to get your
ShackBurger.”
With Shake Shack in the house,
midterm woes never tasted so good.
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ECB’s austerity (p. 12)
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Munoz serenades audience at talent show
BY DAMLA BEK
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

The European Central
Bank’s austerity measures
in Germany
have incited
social unrest
in Frankfurt.
Anti-austerity
activists in the
so-called blockupy movement
clashed with law enforcement to
protest the ECB’s policy.

On Thursday, March 26, the
Baruch College Undergraduate
Student Government hosted the
seventh annual Baruch’s Got Talent
in Mason Hall. The more artistically
inclined members of the student
body came together to showcase
an array of talents, from singing to
dancing to stand up to magic.
According to Vice President
of Student Services Gabriella
Vishnevskaya, one of many USG
members who worked to coordinate the event, the goal was to offer
a much more diverse set of acts.
“Talent that is presentable
onstage is usually musical,” she
explained. “[But] we told them
originality counts. We said, ‘Think
America’s Got Talent, not American
Idol.’” Auditions were held as early
as the last week of winter break.
From the 20 or so auditions, committee members narrowed it down
to 13 acts, which later became 12
after a student dropped out.
USG members sold tickets in
days leading up to the talent show
for a suggested donation of $10. All
donations went towards the annual
Relay for Life. In total, Baruch’s Got
Talent raised just over $800.

FEATURES 14
Professor explores the obsession with selﬁes (p.15)
Distinguished
professor of
film and media in Hunter
College, Stuart
Ewen, visited
Baruch College
for a lecture to
discuss the rising obsession with selfies and its
relation to narcissism, touching
upon their various intended uses
and audiences.

ARTS & STYLE 16
Museum of the Moving Image honors Mad Men (p. 18)
The Museum
of the Moving
Image is hosting an expansive exhibition
in honor of the
final season
of the iconic
show Mad
Men, a period drama about an
advertising agency in the 1950.

SCIENCE & TECH 19
Study ﬁnds types of intelligence linked to age (p. 20)
With age does
not necessarily come the
fog of senility.
A new study
finds that age
may actually
bring with it
an era of good
decisions due
to high levels of crystallized intelligence.

SPORTS 22
Men’s volleyball dominates
CUNYAC teams (p. 22)
Baruch College’s men’s
volleyball
team has been
hot recently
against CUNYAC teams.
The Bearcats
are currently
second in their
conference and have beat all CUNYAC teams except for Hunter
College.
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Gittens becomes first Bearcat to
play Division III All-Star game
BY REYNALDO CARRASCO
SPORTS EDITOR
Before he hung it up for good,
he had one last bit of business to
handle; the game roped Granville
Gittens back in one last time. On
March 17, the National Association of Basketball Coaches named
Gittens a Division III All-Star
selection. This is the first time a
Baruch College athlete has been
bestowed the honor.
This came as a surprise to no
one after Gittens led the Bearcats
to their first CUNYAC Championship and NCAA Tournament
berth in over 15 years. He dazzled
crowds with his varied offense
and spirited play on defense.
Through 27 games in the

2014-2015 season, Gittens averaged 15.2 points per game, 7.4
rebounds per game, 1.4 blocks
per game and one steal a game.
He finished the season shooting
49 percent from the field and 42
percent from three. Gittens was
rightfully honored with a slew
of awards. He was named a 2015
D3hoops.com All-Atlantic Region
Second Team All-Star, a 20142015 CUNYAC First Team All-Star,
twice named a CUNYAC Player of
the Week, ECAC Metro Player of
the Week and three times a Met
Basketball Writers Player of the
Week. Needless to say, Gittens
was on a tear for most of, if not all,
the season.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 23

Next in Lex campaigns on advocacy and
connections in unopposed USG run
BY SIBELY ANAN
FEATURES EDITOR
Next in Lex, Baruch College’s
unopposed team in the race for
Undergraduate Student Government 2015-16, has an executive
board composed of four women
who intend to utilize their positions to improve upon years of
student governments to attain the
level of transparency students expect of their representatives.
With Anastasia Sourbis for
president, Nardine Salama for
executive vice president, Isabel
Zhao for treasurer and Vivian Lau
for executive secretary, Next in
Lex promises to, in shiny, brightly
colored flyers and cards, “advocate for all, build bridges and create connections.”
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Writer-in-residence shares love
of language, culture and teaching

Advocating for students is no
simple task, as serving the needs
of such a diverse population is
difficult and tumultuous. A good
place to start is with student life—
namely, clubs. Helping clubs deal
with their budgets and appeals as
well as keeping communication
between them and their representatives open will help to address
their specific needs and queries
in an efficient manner.
“I do think that part of the reason why sometimes clubs stumble or get a little frustrated with
us is because somewhere along
the line, it wasn’t communicated
properly that this is actually how
these budgets work, this is how it
is,” Sourbis acknowledged.

At a glance, Elif Batuman is young and pretty, her dark hair tucked
behind her ears. When she speaks, she does so with ease and command
of the language. As she recalls a memory, she appears to visualize it on
a small, invisible screen behind her listener’s head. She also speaks with
her hands, as if to physically mold the idea in front of her.
Batuman is the Spring 2014 Sidney Harman writer-in-residence at
Baruch College. Her first and only book thus far, aptly titled The Possessed: Adventures with Russian Books and the People Who Read Them,
was one of The Economist’s 2011 Books of the Year. Her essays have been
published in The New Yorker, Harper’s Bazaar and n+1 to much critical
acclaim.
This is not her first residency at an institution of higher learning. Before she came to Baruch, she was a fellow at the Dorothy and Lewis B.
Cullman Center for Scholars and Writers, hosted by the New York Public
Library. In addition to teaching at Stanford University, she was also the
writer-in-residence at Koc University in Istanbul from 2010-2013.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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BY DAMLA BEK
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR
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USG addresses student concerns at public meeting

News Briefs
COMPILED BY
EDWIN MOREL
At the fifth annual White
House Science Fair, President
Barack Obama announced that
more than $240 million from
public and private sector foundation commitments will be put
toward expanding STEM opportunities for underprivileged students. The initiative to get lowincome students more involved
in these areas comes from a
research conducted by Creating IT Futures Foundation that
revealed minority students are
interested in software programming and a four-year degree is
necessary for consideration in
the field.
“Part of the problem is, we
don’t tell stories enough of incredible scientists and inventors who are women or people
of color. And as a consequence,
people don’t see themselves as
potential scientists,” said Obama
in his announcement.
_________________________
A new proposal from the
New York state Senate will give
parents the opportunity to buy
college credits for their children
while they are in kindergarten
through a prepaid tuition plan,
which allows parents to deposit
tax-free payments into an interest-earning account. Originally
introduced in January 2015 as
part of a three point-college
plan, the proposal will cost the
state approximately $2 million
annually. The deadline for the
state budget to pass is April 1.
_________________________
Mayor Bill de Blasio proposes
to carry out the School Renewal
Program by using a military
practice that would hold teachers more accountable and provide the attention necessary to
improve 94 failing schools. “We
are going to borrow from a great
New York success story which
is CompStat and use the same
approaches to turning around
these schools,” claimed de Blasio
at a conference in Richmond Hill
High School in Queens. The program will make superintendents
and administrators of schools
report each step being taken to
improve the school to Department of Education officials.
_________________________
LaGuardia Community College will pilot project COMPLETA, which will help first generation low-income students
facing academic success issues.
The program, which has approximately 25,000 student participants, will incorporate three
core initiatives.
The first initiative, “Back on
Track,” will focus on students’
transition from a high school
equivalency program to college
enrollment. The second, called
“First Year Seminar,” will help
students find career choices in
each major through credited
seminars. The last initiative will
guide the student through their
experience by implementing extensive academic advising. The
program will be funded by a $2.9
million First in the World grant.
_________________________

BY GABRIEL MARRERO
STAFF WRITER
Several members of the Baruch College Undergraduate Student Government held a town hall
meeting on March 24 where they
discussed much of the inner workings of the USG along with what
they have planned for the future.
The event, which was simultaneously broadcast on WBMB Radio and moderated by its general
manager, Patrick Murphy, hoped
to offer another venue for students
to speak directly with their representatives. Students both wrote
in and voiced their questions and
concerns, which were then addressed by the members of the
USG panel.
Almost immediately following
the commencement of meeting,
the issue of Greek life was brought
up. USG Representative Senator Daniel Dornbaum addressed
the situation. Though he hoped to
provide a more concrete answer
following the upcoming spring
break, Dornbaum stated, “What I
can tell you now is that we are in
constant meetings with the Greek
organizations and with the dean
of students.”
USG was questioned on its relationship with the Office of Student
Life and if it had been able to develop a working, stable relationship
with its staff. “This is an office that
works very hard to represent student issues and student life. They
do an excellent job,” said President
Connor Levens, who was quick to
praise Student Life. He also mentioned that he would like to see the
possibility of the office improving
its visibility. “There may be some
other forms of communication that
can be opened up.”
The issue of transparency and
how to stay better connected dominated at the meeting. Chair of Fi-
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At USG’s town hall meeting, representatives addressed several concerns regarding Greek life, club life and athletics.
nance Kevin Damri responded to
these concerns, stating that senate
meetings, budgets and everything
else that the student government
has its hand in is always made
available to the public via the Student Life website. Damri emphasized that all questions were welcomed at USG and that anyone interested was allowed to stop by the
USG suite to discuss any concerns
they may have.
USG’s budget was also a topic
of conversation, with questions
about the supposed misallocation
of appeal money for clubs. Benjamin Chatham, former vice-chair of
appeals, elaborated on the matter,
citing the large cost needed to fund
student conferences.

“We had a doubling in conference appeals from the previous
year. That was unexpected and unprecedented,” he said. “Conference
appeals are almost always in the
thousands of dollars in range. We
want to try and provide as much
as possible, but when we tried
to provide as much as possible,
we found ourselves going highly
over budget.”
Damri further clarified on the
matter of club budgets, claiming
that due to funding errors made
by the previous student government, club allocations for this year
have suffered. “It’s something myself and my committee, as well as
the senate, are looking to correct
this year going forward so clubs

and organizations don’t have to
go through that situation again,”
Damri added.
Closing the meeting, USG clarified on what it considered its successes. Among the examples mentioned were the student trip to
the New York State Association of
Black and Puerto Rican Legislators
Caucus, student representation at
all faculty meetings, lobbying for
funding renovations on the Lawrence and Eris Field building and
mental health initiatives. Physical changes were also mentioned,
such as the implementation of
an ablution sink in the third floor
men’s bathroom near the club area
and the ability to use credit cards
on school vending machines.

Students and legislators meet at biannual conference
BY HAI YU
STAFF WRITER
Somos el Futuro is a nonpartisan, nonprofit organization committed to addressing the needs of
the Hispanic population of New
York state. To accomplish this
mission, it holds biannual conferences in Albany as a platform for
students, business and labor leaders, as well as legislators and representatives from the community,
to unite and address the various issues and concerns that that impact
the Puerto Rican/Hispanic community, according to its website.
This is the 28th year of the conference. The Puerto Rican and Hispanic Task Force, a group of state
lawmakers who represent districts
with large Latino populations, created this conference as they hope
this serve as a bridge of advocacy
and policy opportunities for Hispanics. Assemblyman Marcos
Crespo was welcomed as the new
chairman of the New York State Assembly and Senate Puerto Rican
and Hispanic Task Force.
The theme for the Somos el Futuro Spring 2015 Conference is “Somos Now: Leading a New Generation of Change, Opportunity, Progress and Success.” One of the main
objectives of Somos is to create
opportunities for Hispanic youth
that will facilitate their professional
development, growth, and future
success, by funding scholarships,
internships, and college programs
such as SEEK. Another goal is to
spread awareness and attract support for new and existing legislation that would affect the Hispanic
population of New York. Finally,
the conference is meant to create
a platform for meaningful collaboration, communication, and discourse to exchange ideas.
The conference was from March
20-22 at the Empire State Conven-
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Baruch students meet Assembly Speaker Heastie (center) during the three-day conference on opportunities for Hispanic youth.
tion Center in Albany. Top lawmakers and officials including Attorney
General Eric Schneiderman, Assembly Speaker Carl Heastie, a
Baruch College alum, and Mayor
Bill de Blasio attended. The conference this year featured a reception,
a dinner gala, a tour of the Capitol
Building and the State Museum,
and a model senate. However,
more importantly thought-provoking workshops and forums on key
issues pertaining to the Hispanic
community were held throughout
the day on Saturday.
These workshops focused on
various issues various issues pertinent to the Hispanic community
such as affordable housing, workers’ rights, criminal system reform,
childhood poverty, immigration
reform, and, of course, the DREAM
Act. These workshops were held by
people that have a direct relationship pertaining to these issues.
With the budget proposal around
the corner, education funding and
the DREAM Act were the hot-button issues at the conference. De
Blasio commented on it during
his speech Saturday night, and the

DREAM Act session led by Assemblyman Francisco Moya, the lead
sponsor of the DREAM Act in New
York, drew the biggest audience.
This year in a joint partnership
of SEEK with the Undergraduate
Student Government, Baruch sent
nine students—three USG representatives and six SEEK students—
to the Somos el Futuro conference,
those that attended were Abraham
Albarracin, Jessica Antonio, David
Barros, Daniel Dornbaum, Christopher Eubanks, Adam Garcia,
Mitchell Garcia, Tranesa Houston
and Brenda Moz. Although this
was the second year that students
from Baruch have gone to the Somos conference, it is first time that
they stayed for the entire weekend
and duration of the conference, as
USG was able to help with some of
the expenses of the conference.
“Eric Lugo, director of government and community relations,
came to me and suggested that
we collaborate with SEEK to go
up to the conference. These conferences are so important. So, we
worked out the logistics and we
collaborated in terms of fund-

ing and we made it happen,” vice
president of legislative affairs,
Albarracin stated.
These students went to the conference not only learn about what
is going on in their government,
but also to lobby for support higher
education and programs like SEEK
and more affordable education like
Baruch. Moz, a senior majoring
in political science said, “The best
part of the conference was meeting
these legislative elected officials.
One thing I feel that sometimes
college students lack is civil awareness and what is going on in their
government, because what they
decide affects us.”
“We always hear about them online, on television, on line, through
newspapers, but we never get to sit
down and have a nice conversation
with them and actually understand
what their views are and what they
stand for,” she continued. “We were
able to advocate what we want
to see in the community. We met
so many senators and assembly
representatives, who actually support the mission of SEEK and what
Baruch stands for.”
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Plan for city pre-K’s shows promise
BY MOUSTAFA ISMAIL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Mayor Bill de Blasio announced
on March 17 that his campaign for
a universal pre-K program had garnered nearly 22,000 signees during
its first registration day. This figure
represented an increase of approximately 6,500 first-day signatures
from the previous school year. The
successful turnout bodes well for
de Blasio’s pledge to elevate the
city’s pre-K program to roughly
70,000 seats.
Despite overwhelming voter
support of de Blasio’s agenda, the
mayor faced scrutiny from a lack of
pre-K locations the previous year.
De Blasio reassured that all potential applicants were accounted for
with seats in pre-K facilities. Additionally, construction of three new
pre-K facilities is underway in the
city’s dense school districts in an
effort to ease capacity and convenience for children and parents.
The guaranteed seats promised
by de Blasio are due in large part to
private schools. These institutions,
including Orthodox Jewish and
Catholic schools, welcome these
pre-K programs while collecting
public funded reimbursements,
estimated at $10,000 per student.
However, pre-K programs have
failed to breach strictly religious
institutions in fear that the citymandated six-hour and two-minute secular instruction requirement would interfere with a strict
religious curriculum.
Also preventing Orthodox Jewish yeshivas from facilitating publicly funded universal pre-K fashion is a mandatory prayer before
and after meals, which would exclude children who do not practice
the faith.
In an effort to break the stalemate between universal pre-K
and Orthodox schools, de Blasio

compromised with a 20-minute
interruption in the school day designated for religious observance as
long as the requirement for secular instruction remained intact.
School hours may now be divided
over six days per week, including
holidays like Thanksgiving and
Christmas. These changes did not
satisfy some members of the Orthodox Jewish community as they
failed to compromise the secular
instruction requirement.
Additionally, the supposedly
secular mayor made significant reforms, which showcases solidarity
with the diverse religious groups of
New York City.
These reforms include a potential agreement that would reintroduce the Orthodox Jewish circumcision rite, known as metzitzah
b’peh. Under this ritual, an 8-dayold boy is brought before a mohel
who orally draws blood from the
infant’s cut penis, thereby cleaning
the wound. After 12 cases of herpes
and two subsequent deaths since
2000, the city imposed regulations
forcing parents to sign consent paperwork. Orthodox rabbis argued
against these limitations during
mayoral election time, prompting
de Blasio to propose new guidelines whereby mohels are screened
for herpes beforehand.
De Blasio came to the defense
of his nonconformist docket by
stressing an inclusion initiative. By
respecting the unique constraints
of each body of people, the many
diverse groups of New York are encouraged to participate in the city’s
agenda, such as the push for universal pre-K.
David Pollock of the Jewish
Community Relations Council
of New York agrees that de Blasio “understands that universal
pre-K can’t be truly universal if
there are groups that can’t access
it in a way consistent with their

Two new bills aim to
end gender inequality
BY ISRAEL SANCHEZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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De Blasio’s inclusive initiatives may set
him up for reelection.
religious beliefs,” according to
Bloomberg News.
Another key factor influencing
de Blasio to abide by the demands
of certain groups is his potential
re-election. Specifically, as de
Blasio makes promises to the Orthodox Jewish community, which
accounts for 40 percent of all Jews
in New York City, the mayor influences rabbis to promote his future
campaigns. This endorsement
leads to significant voter turnouts, as 7 percent of the voters in
the 2013 primary were situated in
predominantly Orthodox Jewish
neighborhoods.
Conversely, members of the
New York Civil Liberties Union
took great offense to de Blasio’s policies. Members of this
party discredit de Blasio for reintroducing the relationship between church and state within a
classroom setting.
“New Yorkers would be well
advised to think about how they
would feel if their child was in a
pre-K program when their kid does
not belong to the same faith as the
other kids, and all the other kids
are herded in to go pray,” said Donna Lieberman, executive director
of NYCLU, to Bloomberg News.

The Women’s Equality Act, proposed by Gov. Andrew Cuomo in
2013, sought to bridge the lack of
laws providing equality for women. The bill intends to insert clear
language in laws for the protection of women from domestic violence, sexual harassment and sex
discrimination.
When Cuomo pushed for a vote
on the 10-point WEA, the New
York State Assembly and Senate
agreed on nine of the 10 points.
The act includes the proposal
to strengthen laws that would
bridge the wage gap between men
and women in the state, help to
end sexual harassment for every
employee in the work force and allow sexual discrimination litigants
to recover attorney fees if they win
their case.
The act also pushed to end discrimination against familial status
in the workplace, end discrimination of domestic violence victims
in buying or leasing a home and
allow domestic violence victims
to testify against their aggressors
from a remote location.
The act intends to prevent protected parties from being able to
violate an order of protection and
strengthen laws regarding human
trafficking.
The ninth point in the act
deals with preventing pregnancy
discrimination in the workplace
and to having employers provide
reasonable accommodation to
pregnant employees while the
10th point ensures that a woman
in New York can get an abortion
within 24 weeks of pregnancy or
when necessary to protect her life
or health and that the physicians

The act includes the proposal
to strengthen laws that would
bridge the wage gap between
men and women in the state.
operating cannot be criminally
prosecuted.
The Senate originally did not
pass the act as one bill due to disagreements with the 10th point in
the act. According to the New York
Women’s Equality Coalition, “New
York’s abortion law was enacted in
1970 and lacks the important protections found in federal law.” The
1970 New York law allowed women to have an abortion in the first
two trimesters or whenever the
woman’s life was in danger due to
the pregnancy.
The Senate and Assembly
passed the Trafficking Victims
Protection and Justice Act, the
first of the 10 points to be passed
in legislative session on Monday,
March 16.
The Trafficking Victims Protection and Justice Act will make sex
trafficking a violent felony, create
increasing offences in the trafficking of minors, create a civil action
of the victims against their perpetrators and increase the severity
of the punishments to those who
promote prostitution.
In a public statement, Cuomo
stated that human trafficking “is
an injustice that simply cannot
be allowed to continue in New
York, and I look forward to signing this legislation quickly to make
our state safer for this vulnerable
population.”

DREAM Act removed from NYS budget
BY MARY PAULINE POKORADI
NEWS EDITOR
Gov. Andrew Cuomo stunned
many people statewide when he
announced on March 24 that he
was discarding two major education reforms from the proposed
state budget. With barely a week
to go before the April 1 deadline,
the DREAM Act and an educationbased tax credit appear to have
been removed from the budget
proposal entirely due to disagreements between Republican and
Democrat leaders.
The DREAM Act, in particular,
has been met with antithetical responses by New York Senate and
Assembly. Although the Assembly,
which has a Democratic majority,
already adopted the act, the Senate’s Republican majority has be
en an obstacle. Bipartisan-based
explanations aside, Cuomo’s removal of the reforms comes as a
surprise to many of his allies, as
the governor has been a long-time
proponent of reforms that would
provide underprivileged students
with the support they need to receive an adequate education.
The DREAM Act enables individuals without lawful immigration status to continue their
education by providing them with
permanent resident status for six
years and in-state tuition in certain states. Without the passage of
the DREAM Act, such individuals
would be restricted from receiving
benefits including federal workstudy opportunities and financial
aid usually limited to American
citizens. Had this been passed in
New York, it would have been the
fifth state in country to give high
school graduates the chance to
apply for financial aid.
Alongside the DREAM Act, the
tax credit that was being worked
into the state budget would have
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Gov. Andrew Cuomo announced on March 24 that he has removed the DREAM Act
and an education-based tax credit from the New York State budget.
improved the quality of education
statewide. However, rather than
aiming solely at individuals without lawful immigration status, the
program would have reached a
wider spectrum of students since
it would have been used to fund
public and nonprofit scholarship programs. If this has been
passed, several children coming
from middle-class or low-income
backgrounds would have had the
chance to attend private schools
through donations from wealthy
individuals and corporations,
which would in turn benefit the
donors by providing them with tax
credit for their donation.
Originally in the proposed
budget plans, Cuomo planned to
package the DREAM Act, education tax credit and the Tuition Assistance Program together. This
plan backfired since the Assembly
strongly opposed the education
tax credit portion and the Senate
held firm in its opposition to the

DREAM Act. Rather than siding
with either, Cuomo dropped the
two controversial reforms from the
budget proposal, leaving several
New Yorkers unhappy.
In response to the DREAM Act
being scrapped from the proposal,
over 50 SUNY and CUNY students
without lawful immigration status
were joined by many of the act’s
supporters as the group resolved to
fast until the act is included in the
state budget. Similarly, Cardinal
Timothy Dolan remains hopeful
that the education tax credit may
be put back into the budget despite his initial unhappiness with
the governor’s choice.
Even though Cuomo insists
that no further negotiations will
be made concerning the DREAM
Act and the education tax credit
in regards to the state budget, he
has hinted at having another go at
advocating for the DREAM Act’s
enactment once the state budget
is approved.
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Opinions
FROM THE EDITORIAL BOARD

USG needs to engage students
outside of Baruch’s club life
This year’s upcoming Undergraduate Student Government elections will be unique, to say the least. The sole declared political party,
Next in Lex, will run unopposed on voting day. In light of recent controversies and conflict within USG, the simplest question to ask is, why is
there only one party?
Though it might be appealing to speculate about what goes on behind the closed senate doors, the fact remains that the student body
is neither adequately invested nor appropriately interested in their
undergraduate representation.
And though students ought to be concerned with how their student
activity fees are spent and allocated, the problem of disenfranchisement is endemic to Baruch College.
Undeniably, there exists a culture of hyper individuality and relative
apathy, perhaps as a result of the lifestyle the average Baruch student
leads. Most work part time, commute and have obligations beyond the
revolving doors that keep them from actively investing themselves in
the Baruch community.
The majority of students who vote, participate and take concern
with the USG’s actions and policies are directly affected as a result of
their involvement in club life, athletics or USG itself. Beyond that, there
is little compelling reason for the average student to take issue with and
even pay attention to their student government.
Convincing students to vote and participate on the basis that their
student activity fee is what comprises the budget is clearly not enough.
Being that it is a compulsory payment, it is irrelevant to most students
how it is spent. Whether it is a $10,000 club budget or a mason jar filled
with candy, many could not care less where the money goes. But there
still exists democratic values that ought to be upheld, and one-party
elections are a far cry from the tenets of democracy.
The next iteration of USG’s chief responsibility should be engaging students beyond club life to ensure that the entirety of the student
body is represented. More time needs to be spent cultivating a Baruch
community beyond the clubrooms by diverting funds toward frequent
school-wide events.
Handing out fliers and candy on the second floor is a solid foundation on which to build, but more must be done. Decisions have
to be made at the senate table regarding what is more important;
the robustness of club life or the inclusion of students in a community. For the sake of democracy and for the sake of the future of Baruch, student involvement should be the highest priority for the next
student government.

Beauty of language transcends tweets
Although the lengths to which the human mind can think are limitless, that which can be communicated is bound by the mortal nature of
man. The dexterity of the wrist, the width of the book spine, the ink in
the fountain, are all shackles and moorings for human creativity. In the
parlance of our times, writing by hand is a relic of a lost age. Storage is
infinite, style is constant and grammar is all but irrelevant. Copies can
be duplicated and disseminated with ease.
Yet, in a twist of irony coded in our genome, storage is irrelevant in
the age of succinctness. We have an inherent desire to consume exponentially more for exponentially less. Language has been optimized to
not exceed 140 characters, and information has been pared down and
trimmed to maximize efficiency. The speed with which information
is reported and shared is prioritized over its accuracy and relevance.
Perhaps this is the human condition, or perhaps we took the wrong
fork in the road.
Although long form may take more effort to read, a story’s integrity
should not be sacrificed for ease of consumption. Language is difficult
and the world is complex; truncating it to fit into a tweet does not do
truth justice.
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Grad school abroad is cost effective
Going to graduate school abroad should be a more common occurrence for students seeking a master’s

I

ncreasingly, a master’s degree—preferably an elite one—
is becoming a necessity for employment. Unfortunately, several
years of additional schooling, rising
tuition fees and the lack of income
that comes with being a full-time
student often make the cost of being a graduate student in America
too prohibitive.
Going to graduate schools
abroad should serve as an acceptable substitute, yet Americans rarely know of any elite universities,
with the exceptions of Oxford and
the Cambridge.
Many often mistakenly believe
that the best universities are exclusively housed in America.
Yet, this is far from the case. Of
the top 50 universities in the world,
24 are located outside the United
States. Of the top 100, 57 are outside the United States. An elite education is not exclusive to the United
States.
However, gaining acceptance
to these schools is not easy. These
schools generally require a minimum GPA of 3.3. That is just a minimum, and applicants who receive
offers typically have GPA of 3.5
range and higher, with universities
such as Oxford and Cambridge requiring 3.7 and above for American
students.
Excellent letters of reference
that comment on the applicants’
ability to do graduate-level work
are also a necessity. Yet, there are
many reasons to consider obtain-

ing a master’s degree abroad.
First, master’s degrees in many
countries are usually shorter than
in America. For example, most
masters programs in the European Union, the most popular
destination for American students who obtain a master’s degree abroad, last one year and are
often cheaper.
University fees in the United
Kingdom are held in check by the
government and even international students, who often pay twice
as much as EU and U.K. nationals,
pay less than what they would in
America.
Take away that extra year of
tuition fees and housing, along
with other miscellaneous expenses, and students can save up to
$50,000 by obtaining a master’s
degree abroad.
Students also receive benefits,
both personal and professional, by
gaining an international perspective and gain the ability to enter the
job market a year earlier.
Additionally, most universities
outside the United States do not
require GRE or GMAT scores, with
only a select few requiring them for
specific programs, which are generally ones that have a very quantitative focus.
This makes the application process easier for those
who do not wish to navigate
through the hoops of yet another
standardized exam.
A full year abroad, even in an

English-speaking country, is a
completely transformative experience. In an increasingly globalized
world, understanding, respecting and adapting to various cultures is essential to success. Living
abroad will provide students with
hands on experience on how to do
so. This quality is highly marketable, especially with international
organizations.
Finally, attending a university
abroad opens up opportunities that
would never have been available in
the United States. Students will be
able to volunteer, intern, network
and even find full time employment with international organizations, which can translate into better employment options when they
return home.
Obtaining a master’s degree
abroad can help financial flexibility down the line if students want
to consider another master’s or
a Ph.D.
At the same time, already having
a master’s degree will provide students some leeway for programs if
their GPA or GMAT/GRE scores are
not up to par.
A master’s degree abroad is not
for everyone, but for those worried
about financing a degree in the
United States or for those who want
to travel and explore a different
country and culture, it is certainly
an option worth looking into.
-Bernard Agrest
Political Science ’15

Yik Yak offers outlet for college students
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ave you ever found yourself
sitting in one of the bathroom stalls on campus,
reading the latest news on the wall
and wishing that you could take it
with you for later enjoyment?
Well your days of longing
are over as Yik Yak, the social
media app taking colleges by
storm, promises to offer all of the
high-quality narrative that you
have come to expect from your
bathroom graffiti.
The app, created by two Furman
University graduates, functions
very similar to an anonymous online bulletin board. However, Yik
Yak’s selling point is that it uses
GPS technology to group you with
other people who are using the app
in a close radius. This is where the
supposed controversy comes in.
As with anything that is anonymous, Yik Yak opens the potential
for threatening content. Yik Yak
has become a major headache for
many colleges that claim that not
only has the app become disrup-

tive to the learning process but that
it has also opened up an entire new
venue for bullying.
Upon loading the app here at
Baruch College, one is greeted by
strings of anonymous messages
ranging from discussions and complaints about life, coursework, happenings in the area or anything else
that might be on a user’s mind. And
as with any venue where anonymity is the norm, one does not need
to venture too far into Yik Yak to
discover a host of crude and lewd
messages.
So it is no surprise to see why
most colleges want nothing to do
with the liabilities that Yik Yak
brings. But is the idea of a completely anonymous space for college students really that bad?
Yik Yak’s home page reads,
“Share your thoughts with people
around you while keeping your privacy.” And indeed, that is what the
appeal of Yik Yak is all about, because were it not for the anonymity that the app offers its users, it

would just be another failed social
media startup. Yik Yak boasts a service that other social media sites
fail to offer but is desperately needed. It offers a venue for college students to interact with their peers in
a way where they are able to speak
about what is on their mind without feeling the pressures of identity
or approval.
In a world that seems vastly interconnected by social media, there
seems to be a negative connotation
with choosing to be anonymous.
A common misconception is that
the only use anonymity offers is to
be as spiteful and mean as possible
to others without facing any of the
potential consequence.
And while it is true that this
power can often be abused, it can
also serve as a tool to make a community like Baruch, which often
feels vast and separated, seem a
little bit closer.
-Gabriel Marrero
Corporate Communication ’16
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Enjoy spring break and
the end of midterms
FRONT&CENTER

CONNOR LEVENS

A

fter two months of bitterly
cold temperatures and
what seemed like recurring weekend snowstorms, Friday,
April 3 marks the first day of spring
break. With the stress of midterms
out of the way, a chance to set
homework aside and to slouch
back for a bit gives us plenty to
look forward to.
Often overlooked during spring
break are opportunities for us to
excel in ways that are well outside
the realm of our collegiate agenda.
We can not only use this time to
relax and to spend time with our
friends but also in ways that give
us the power to learn things that
can not be taught in the classroom.
Former USG President Farhana
Hassan mentioned something in
her freshman convocation speech
that holds true to date: “You
have 13.4 miles of campus, and
only a student in this city has the
opportunity to explore that.”
Spring break should yield opportunities for everyone—even
faculty—to wander the city and
take trips with friends from borough to borough.
Volunteer in Queens at a
weekly community garden event.
Catch up with non-Baruch friends
at a nifty sandwich shop or network with professionals at an off-

campus seminar. There are tons
of these. Visit Starr’s website for
more details.
These are things that you might
not have had the time to do with a
fullcourse load, but now you can.
And the greatest thing about these
activities is that they do not cost
a dime.
What is inevitable is that, at
some point, all of us are going to
crouch down in front of the TV
with a good movie or a good show
and some food. You owe it to yourself. But once you crawl out of
that food coma, take a trip to the
Baruch College Fitness Center on
level B2 of the Vertical Campus. Or
better yet, go on a run.
As you settle down and spend
some time off-campus next week,
send a message to us on Facebook
or Twitter (@usgbaruch) about
what you are doing this break. We
would love to hear about what everyone is up to while classes are
out of session.
For those who have not attended a USG meeting before,
this Tuesday is going to mark
our 10th meeting for the Spring
2015 semester and our 25th this
year. We meet at 5:30 p.m. every
Tuesday in VC 3-270 and hope to
see you there. Refreshments will
be served.
We hope that this column helps
to offer a bit of encouragement
to those taking their last week’s
worth of midterms. If you are interested in learning more about
USG or would like to tell us your
thoughts, please reach out to us
in our office at VC 3-275 or email
me directly.
Connor Levens is the president of
Baruch USG. He may be reached at
connor.levens@usgbaruch.com.

Proxy wars are weak foreign policy
THE POLITICKER

STEPHEN ELLIOTT

F

or all the good it has brought
us, globalization has spurred
the creation of new power
dynamics by systematically knocking down the stilts on which the
modern world once stood. This
postmodern reality and all its institutions are so novel and so rapidly changing that our political
systems, especially in the realm
of interstate relations, have not
yet adapted. Great power politics
have fundamentally changed. If we
assume that the global system is
anarchical and lawless, governed
only by the pursued self-interest
of each nation, conflict between
states is inevitable.
A defining characteristic of 20th
century interstate conflicts was
the proxy war, in which two great
powers would manipulate smaller
conflicts without physically involving themselves to carry out their
own agendas. These wars were
straightforward; the architects
would provide funding, support
and military advice for the sake of
securing influence, resources or
combating ideology.
The modern proxy war has
proved to be far different and far
more complex. The war in Iraq
was indeed a proxy war between
NATO, Saudi Arabia and Iran. And
though that war formally ended, it
does not take a scholar to see that
it has only just begun. Installing
democracy in Iraq would enable

the United States to more easily
manipulate Iraqi affairs, as Iraq is
not only of geographical strategic
importance but also of historical and religious importance. The
strategy followed that a secure and
stable Iraq could counterbalance
the radical Iran. This, in conjunction with a loyal Israel bolstered by
U.S. arms and financing, would, at
the very least, maintain the power
structure in the Middle East.
It goes without saying that the
proxy war was not nearly as simplistic as it should have been, and
the ramifications outweighed the
possible benefits. Notwithstanding the incredible loss of life on
the variety of sides involved in the
conflict, the bungled operation
only brought a match to the tinderbox. Complicated and strained
relations, unspeakable war crimes,
emboldened extremists and the
potential for global conflagration
are just a few of the spoils of the
Iraq war.
Looking ahead, the nuclear
deal with Iran is, in essence, a stopgap in light of the failed Iraq proxy
war. Containment of Iranian ambition is being phased out as a viable
option, and given their history, it
is only fair for the United States to
be skeptical of how Iranian nuclear
power will pan out.
Knowing this, it is a wise, albeit
pestering, move by Iran to challenge the moral authority of the
United States while simultaneously improving its domestic situation. Even if the nuclear program
is maintained genuinely for peaceful purposes, its very existence
is enough to give Washington a
cause for concern.
The choice not to involve Israel
in the negotiations was not only
a demonstration by the United
States of who gets the final word
on dictating Western policy in the
Middle East but also an abdication

to Iran’s unique position of power
over the United States in the situation. So it comes as no surprise
that Israel was purportedly spying on the negotiations, as it has a
vested interest in the outcome—it
desires to reassert its power in the
region. According to National Security Agency documents, Israeli
espionage is common knowledge
within the intelligence community. And given the wild, tendril-clad
monster that is the Islamic State
and al-Qaida, regional stability is a
reasonable goal to pursue for any
party involved.
However, the United States has
not simply bowed its head to Iran.
Carrying out strikes against the Islamic State in Mosul and now Tikrit without “putting boots on the
ground” is not just a show of humanitarianism; it is a demonstration that the United States is not
leaving the region without emptying the clip. Given that some U.S.
officials fear Iranian strikes against
U.S. troops fighting the Islamic
State in Iraq, and given the religious color of the strife, the United
States is stuck in the foxhole it dug
in 2003.
But bombs alone are not
enough to defeat the Islamic State,
and perhaps that is not the point.
The NATO policy apparatus is still
carrying out the failed proxy war
as a tourniquet on the sputtering artery of Western influence in
the Middle East. Instead of drilling holes in the casket, American
policymakers ought to throw the
casket open. They need to kill their
darlings in terms of using obsolete
strategies in proxy wars. Iran will
go nuclear, and, in turn, will gain
more influence in the region. And
Israel will only grow more despondent. The sustainable path forward
is not paved by B-52s and shell
casings but by rapprochement
and negotiation.

Debates need rationale, not aggression

Cursive writing fades out

I

Common Core Curriculum oversimplifies the educational process

f high school students, college
undergrads and novelty license
plate owners have anything in
common, it is an unwavering commitment to their various political
ideals.
College undergraduates are
rabid proponents of lower tuition
and legalized marijuana. Novelty
plate owners will defend to death
their right to draw organizational
emblems and college football
mascots into the margins just below their bumpers. High school
students remain the last vestige of
resistance against reduced schoollunch funding and shortened
summer vacations.
But whereas their myriad agendas were previously in different
spheres of debate, recent controversies have pulled them into a
convergence over the unlikeliest
of topics: symbolism, free speech
and the very meaning of being
an American.
The controversies in question
began in different corners of the
country and under the most inauspicious of circumstances but have
already reached our classrooms,
our media and even the highest
court in the land.
In California, it began with a
controversy over a flag. Students
at University of California, Irvine,
desirous of new interior decor,
planted an American flag on the
wall of their dormitory common
area, only to have it taken down
by other students. After the ensuing back-and-forth of replacements and removals, the debacle
was taken for arbitration to UC
Irvine’s student government.
Their decision—taking the flag
down, “to create a culturally inclusive space”—ignited a frenzy
of indignation.
In New York, a not-so-routine
pledge of allegiance divided a
school. It began with an exercise in

cultural awareness: for one week,
the morning pledge of allegiance
at Pine Bush High School was
read in a language other than English. All went smoothly until that
Wednesday, when an Arab-speaking student recited the pledge in
her home language over the school
PA system. The ensuing wave of
complaints moved the principal of
the school to publicly apologize for
the exercise that “split the school
down the middle.”
In Texas, questions over license
plates have become a topic of constitutional precedent. Indignation
arose over a set of vanity plates that
bear the Confederate flag, which
remains a polarizing symbol in
American culture. Numerous legal challenges were raised against
its use on Texas state plates,
and the question has proven so
thorny that it is currently subject to a decision by the Supreme
Court itself.
At first glance, all of the above
issues would seem as though they
were unrelated. Yet they all have a
common denominator; our flag,
our history and, indeed, our very
language are the collective symbols of our nation.
They are the products of our
national identity, as anyone
who proudly flies the stars and
stripes in their yard, or volunteers their time to teach English
to immigrants, can attest. We all
see them as symbols of what it
means to be an American, even
if we do not agree on that allimportant definition.
The incidents may seem benign
or trivial, but given this all-important common denominator they
are anything but. The wave of vitriolic discourse, borne by wounded
national pride on both sides, is
over nothing less than our collective expressions of identity, and
this discourse, no matter how be-

nign the incipient events, cannot
be trivialized.
Accepting the symbolism and
the weight of this debate was step
one. It occurred within days of the
incidents in question when college
students, school administrators,
state officials and judges voiced
their opinions.
The next step is framing how
this debate will be pursued, how
we, the public, voice our opinions.
For the aforementioned events,
the ugliness in not taking this crucial step is apparent. People are
accused of lacking patriotism, of
denigrating the sacrifices of our
forebears, indeed of everything
short of treason.
Policymakers of all levels and
interpreters of every court are
responding to accusations and
threats, not making rational decisions. The level of debate is dragging itself down to the level of nationalistic vulgarity.
Nothing good can come of such
a debate. True, the debate over
what it means to be a patriotic
American was never a calm one,
especially in the wake of our collective traumas in the 21st century.
But that is all the more reason to let
sensibility reign.
Respect for our nation takes
myriad forms, coming into conflict
just as they have in California, New
York and Texas. These conflicts will
not stop. Already, another controversy is percolating over a war memorial in Washington D.C. But we
define ourselves by how we carry
on our discussions just as much as
we do by their results.
So in this, a mounting debate
over our American values, let us be
defined by how we build common
ground, not how we drag each other through the dirt.
-Mikhail Relushchin
Political Science ’16

I

s cursive handwriting going
the way of the inkwell and the
chalkboard, asks The Chronicle
of Higher Education.
Once considered a universal
skill, penmanship is still taught
in most elementary schools in
the United States. A 2008 national
survey of first-through-thirdgrade teachers cited in American
Educator showed that “90 percent [of teachers] reported that
they taught handwriting, devoting an average of 70 minutes a
week to it.” In contrast, “a mere
12 percent reported that they received adequate preparation to
teach handwriting in their college
education courses.”
And if that does not sound
the alarm for cursive writing,
penmanship has been caught
up in the whirling mass of controversy surrounding the Common Core Curriculum that does
not require students to learn to
write cursive.
Indiana, for example, will no
longer teach longhand, elegant as
it can be. Cursive is a plodding and
discriminating process compared
to typing. Typing is much faster.
And yet, typing is less conducive to
learning than handwriting.
Broadly speaking, cursive writing has cleared the field for the
battle of the country’s educational
soul in a time of standardized tests
and watered-down standards.
America’s literacy, like arguments,
is consistently declining at a time
when public education continues
to be hollowed out for the needs
of the private sector. As such, penmanship has become a substitute
for standards.
Although cursive writing has
the practical advantage of speed,
most students at Baruch College
print, a more laborious exercise.

Truth be told, in the digital age,
the hand has become an extension of the keyboard. With the exception of written examinations,
we have fallen out of the habit
of writing.
Email and Twitter limit the
scope of our attention and thought.
They are a shortcut from the gritty
process of thinking.
In a way, cursive writing has
become a contested territory in
times of digital revolution. In
practical terms, it has no surplus
value in sharp competition of
global markets.
The Core Curriculum has one
simple object in mind, the creation of an army of workers with
basic computer skills.
Early 20th century Expressionism examined this phenomenon
in Elmer Rice’s Adding Machine,
Karel Capek’s R.U.R. and Charlie
Chaplin’s Modern Times, meditating on how we struggle as “the
educated” to survive in a widening
economic and social disparity.
Handwriting still has a place
in the modern world, however,
with the BBC reporting, “The
French continue to use handwriting analysis to assess prospective
employees.” Perhaps this is done
as a litmus test of character, something that is almost unthinkable in
the United States.
Longhand may be a way of
pointing out character. It certainly is the handmaiden of literacy. And once regarded as a
mark of a degree of schooling or
culture or well-roundedness. In
today’s America, it is deemed unnecessary, and to that degree, it
has added fuel to the fires of our
culture wars.
-Robert Cambria
Journalism
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Apple streaming may replace traditional cable subscriptions
BY ELIZABETH DASH
STAFF WRITER

Rumors are quickly picking up
regarding Apple’s long-anticipated
cable TV streaming service, which
could add significant value to its already popular Apple TV.
These rumors derive from recent news that Apple will be partnering with HBO to offer the cable
network’s first online streaming
service. This also follows an agreement Apple made with TED Talks
allowing them to feature the educational discussions on the list of
programs available for streaming
on Apple TV.
Consumers can now purchase
the Apple TV console, originally
released in September 2006, for
a recently reduced starting price
of $69. The company announced
the price reduction at the recent
Apple Watch event that featured
discussion on the company’s plans.
Apple TV currently gives access to thousands of movies, and
the product’s AirPlay feature allows users to connect to the service
wirelessly from other devices.
The tech website Wired anticipates that the service will change
the face of home entertainment if
the rumors of the cable streaming
service materialize. This could include the use of Apple’s voice command system, Siri, to help navigate
the online streaming system.
Wired also predicted a more
substantial future television service developed by Apple and forecasted that it could be a whole
“household hub.”
None of the buzz about specula-

tion concerning Apple’s debut of an
online streaming cable service has
yet to be confirmed by the company itself, but several speculators
estimate that the service will cost
about $30 to $40 monthly.
With a monthly subscription,
viewers will gain access to a more
affordable cable network, only with
more limited networks to watch
than the average cable company.
This is not due to Apple’s inability
to establish agreements with cable
networks but rather as a result of
the company’s vision, sources say.
For now, it is speculated the
package would offer 25 of the largest TV networks, giving viewers
access to the programs they most
likely watch frequently.
The target market for such a
package would be young consumers who are not willing to pay for
a full cable subscription for several channels they do no watch.
The online cable streaming Apple
would offer would only feature the
largest and most prominent cable
networks, making a more simplified cable package.
It has been rumored that Apple
has been talking with TV networks,
such as Walt Disney, CBS and 21st
Century Fox, in order to try to reach
a mutually advantageous agreement to provide consumers access to online streaming of their
programs.
It has also been said that the
technology company has approached Comcast with their plan,
but due to past unsuccessful discussions involving other issues,
it is now believed that Apple’s TV
streaming service will not include

Pinterest raises $367m in
current round of funding
Shifting social media trends may help Pinterest gain users
BY JAMILA WRIGHT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Pinterest Inc., an online, social
media scrapbooking company,
has set out to raise over a half billion dollars. According to a recent
filing with the Securities Exchange
Commission, the company is
more than halfway there.
Pinterest has already raised
$367 million of its goal of approximately $578 million, and the
company is showing no sign of
hesitation to pursue the remaining $211 million. According to the
company’s funding timeline, it has
raised a total of $764 million since
its launch in 2009.
According to the SEC filing, 15 investors are responsible
for the potential $578 million
in the current round of funding. Some of the existing investors include the venture capital firms Andreessen Horowitz
and Bessemer Venture Partners
and the Japanese e-commerce
company Rakuten.
Consumer infatuation with
Pinterest has nearly tripled its
valuation in just about a year.
Investors eager in putting their
money into high-growth companies have become especially
attraced to Pinterest. The company appeals to these investors
as a 5-year-old company that is
growing steadily.
A spokesman for Pinterest said
in a statement that the new funds
will go toward several different
objectives, including an effort to
expand internationally.
The company also reported
that there has been a rise in nonAmerican users. Non-American
users made up approximately 40

percent of users in 2014, as opposed to 28 percent in 2013.
After the explosive growth of
Facebook and Twitter, investors
are looking for the next big social
media company. Pinterest, with its
unique features of allowing users
to creatively collect works of art,
fashion, texts and videos by pinning and sharing with others, has
caught their attention.
Many businesses have found
Pinterest to be an extremely useful tool for advertising. Either in
app form or on the Pinterest website, businesses can pin their latest
products for customers and users
to rave about, which in turn drives
high traffic to the business’ website. Pinterest, however, is not for
businesses only. Users can express
their skills by pinning everything
from how-to videos to instruction guides and pictures of their
own creations.
For a large number of users,
Pinterest has proven useful as a
go-to tool to find ideas for events,
decoration and fashion. Everything from wedding ideas to furniture repurposing, cake designs
and trending fashion can be found
on Pinterest. Users display their
interests on their boards by pinning ideas, designs or themes they
find intriguing and refer to them at
their convenience.
Some investors are excited
about the prospects of an initial
public offering. Facebook, Twitter,
and Alibaba demonstrated how
explosive an IPO can be for a webbased company, and with Pinterest’s substantial growth, a demand
for a public market is all but sure
to come into fruition. This round
of funding is not likely to be the
last by Pinterest.

Comcast’s networks if debuted in
the summer.
Cable companies are reluctant
about the idea of online streaming, but online video streaming
is a trend that has taken off significantly. If the trend continues,
cable companies may eventually
be forced to partner with companies like Apple as more traditional cable viewing habits become
less popular.
There would be no required
purchase of an Apple TV in order to
use this new service, but a service
such as this one would help promote the Apple TV that is already
on the market. Consumers would
be able to view the cable network
on any iOS device they currently
have, whether it be an iPhone
or a MacBook.
The opportunity to now stream
television networks on Apple devices would create an added promotional opportunity for not just
Apple TV, but for all iOS devices
in general.
It is not anticipated that the new
service will substantially increase
Apple’s revenue from its previous
2014 revenue of $18 billion, but
the encouragement to purchase
Apple products to gain access to its
streaming service would increase
revenue indirectly.
The speculation of the technology company’s new service also
has the ability to affect the value of
its shares. Apple’s stock rose by 17
percent last year alone, and if investors are confident that Apple’s
new streaming service would be
popular, stocks values of the company would increase even further.
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The Apple TV may soon feature an Apple service that streams regular TV networks.
In January, Dish Network debuted its own video streaming service named Sling TV at a price of
$20 per month. Although it offers
fewer channels than its competitor Sony’s streaming service, it is
also more affordable. Other media
companies are also entertaining
the idea of offering a similar online cable streaming service, but
technology experts fear that if their
efforts are successful, cable companies will be adversely affected.
This is similar to how Apple
changed the way music is purchased and ultimately altered the
music industry in general. Instead

of purchasing a whole album, consumers have the ability to purchase
music on a song-by-song basis.
This was an innovation that has
drastically changed how artists
make their money.
It is estimated that Apple will
formally announce the new cable
streaming service in June and
that it will be made available for
subscription in September. Both
Apple and the cable networks have
kept details about such a project
secret, but there has been such a
significant increase in rumors that
proclaim the service will be on the
market sooner rather than later.

Adidas plans to diversify endorsements
BY AMANI JAMES
STAFF WRITER

As the 2014-2015 NBA season
comes to a close, Adidas’ business
plan is taking a new form. After an
11-year partnership with the NBA,
Adidas has chosen not to extend
their $400 million contact, which
is scheduled to end after the 20162017 season. After their decision
was announced, Adidas released a
public statement describing their
plan to change the direction of
the company.
Through the development of
new products and the signing of
major individuals in both sports
and entertainment, they plan to
develop a more uniquely focused
international sportswear brand.
One of their most notable power plays this year was their choice
to sign Kanye West under their Adidas Originals division. West had
a previous contract with Nike to
produce exclusive sneakers.
The Yeezys as well as the Red
October Yeezy’s II were both valued at over $5,000, a very successful venture for Nike in the age of exclusive releases. With West choosing to move into a $10 million contract after scraping his Nike deal to
produce footwear, the world took
notice of Adidas’ evolution during
New York Fashion Week. Originals x Kanye West Yeezy Season
is a collaboration between Adidas
and West that brought not only
the hip-hop elite to New York but
the heavyweights of fashion like
Anna Wintour, Alexander Wang
and Rihanna.
Adidas’ move to collaborate
with West was a success, with the
Yeezy Season 1 presentation ending fashion month with 4,578,461
page views, besting fashion giants like Givenchy and Saint
Laurent,while beating Chanel out
of its No. 1spot.

Adidas’ choice to move from a
mass image of brand to the branding individuality is clear through
their choice to sign four of the top
six NBA draft picks. The signing
of Andrew Wiggins, Joel Embid,
Dante Exum and Marcus Stuart
allows Adidas to capitalize on the
impact sports holds on the fashion
world. This impact was confirmed
as the athletes descended over the
most elite fashion shows, providing a new, creative and fashionconscious breed of athletes.
As the industry shifts to the
emergence of luxury and sportswear, sportswear companies are
looking for ways to shift their
brands to a different audience.
This shift raises their price, but also
expands their consumer base.
Although Adidas is considered
the No. 2 sports brand supplier
in the United States, their strategy change comes with a financial
burden. They plan to reverse their
declining market share in both the
United States and Europe. With
the decline in sales causing them
to drop No. 3 in sales in the United
States behind Under Armour last
year, it is imperative that they hold
their current position of No. 2 without wavering. With ailing golf sales
contributing to their sales revenue
decline, they must also address
their European market. Often
when Americans think of sportswear, they think of Nike.
For many, Adidas represents
a European brand that does not
reflect their American style. With
America serving as one of the largest world consumer markets, it
accounts for one fourth of Adidas
yearly revenue. With their most
prominent endorsing player, Derrick Rose, suffering from a string of
injuries within the last two years,
their share of sales within the
basketball market has also fallen.
After being replaced by Nike as

As the industry shifts to the
emergence of luxury and
sportswear, sportswear
companies are looking for
ways to shift their brands to
a diﬀerent audience.
the NFL’s apparel supplier in 2012,
they have fought to keep themselves inside the American market
for years.
Nike is already valued at over
$15 million, but acquiring an NBA
contract would simply certify them
as the true American dominator.
Even though Nike is leading in
sportswear as the 20th most valuable company in the world, Adidas
must also be aware of the quiet
but strategic Under Armour who
is making a slow rise to sportswear
prominence.
With Under Armour ending last
year with a 60 percent increase in
sales, the Baltimore-based company is continually growing as
true competitor. With their already
growing apparel sector branching
into yoga, they have created a very
unique appeal to women. Women
account for more than 85 percent
of consumer market for yoga supplies, making them the most profitable customer to market to.
With creative such as West,
Pharrell Williams and Jeremy Scott
presenting Adidas Originals with
a fashion consciousness that exceeds sportswear basics, Adidas is
opening a door to allow consumers
to invest in more versatile sportswear brand. Each high-profile endorser represents a new market
within fashion that allows them to
be branded while providing a marketing benefit for Adidas.
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New SEC regulations promote fiduciary duty among brokers
BY AMANDA ELSAYED
STAFF WRITER

The implications of the financial crisis of 2008, although almost
a decade in the past, are still fresh
in the minds of business professionals, investors and regulatory agencies. While the economy
has substantially recovered since
then, there are still issues that
need resolving, especially concerning the conduct of brokers
and advisers.
The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission has released
information that it will be constructing new rules concerning advisers and brokers and the
manner in which they deal with
their clients.
Talk of change has been going
on for years, but nothing substantial has taken place besides observation by the SEC. The difference
this time is that SEC Chair Mary Jo
White has publicly announced that
she supports this effort. This is her
first time commenting on an event
since she assumed her role in 2013.
The key term in the changes is
fiduciary duty, which is ultimately
defined as a legal obligation under
which one is required to act completely in another party’s interests.
Presently, investment advisers
are mandated to put their clients’
interests as top priority when
concerning risk allowance and
clients’ desires.
Though very similar, brokers
are not held to exactly the same
standards. Brokers are indeed required to satisfy their clients’ wants
and needs; however, there is leeway for brokers to use their relationship with clients to promote
certain investment decisions that
may benefit themselves more than
the clients.
Brokers may be compelled to
promote certain investments that
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SEC Chair Mary Jo White openly endorsed the new rules, aimed at protecting the interests of investors’ clients.
they have been incentivized to give
selling priority.
This issue is especially important because many investors are
not even aware of the differences
in the financial obligations that
brokers and advisers hold. If they
were aware, many investors might
not remain with their current advisers. With this publication of
support behind making the expected fiduciary duty of advisers
and brokers the same, this burden of knowledge will be lifted
from investors.
There is also a great disturbance
that is taking place concerning the
SEC and the Department of La-

bor as the Obama administration
recently released news of potentially imposing new regulations
concerning brokers who manage
retirement plans.
The department will expect all
brokers to conduct their work at an
even higher level of fiduciary duty.
The reason for the unrest is that
many people think that this issue is
more appropriate for the SEC rather than the Department of Labor
to handle.
Ira Hammerman, general counsel of the Securities Industry and
Financial Markets Association
stated, “The SEC is the right agency
to look at this topic. We have long

advocated for the Department of
Labor to stand down.” The disapproval is also rooted in personal interests, as the rules proposed by the
department will end up reducing
the fees charged to clients.
The other end of the spectrum
involves those who think both the
SEC and the department need to
collaborate in order to achieve success. Barbara Roper, director of investor protection at the Consumer
Federation of America, stated, “You
need both agencies to act in order
to get a comprehensive solution to
the problem.” Roper added that the
effort to get the SEC to be the agency responsible “reflects their belief

that they can get a weaker rule.”
Along with new rules for brokers and advisers, the SEC also
intends to employ a third-party
agency in order to assist in inspecting advisers because it does not
have the resources to inspect all
of them thoroughly. White made
a point to state that the examinations conducted by the outside
agency will supplement the SEC’s
work rather than replace the SEC’s
presence entirely.
According to information provided by the SEC, there are about
4,500 brokers and 12,000 investment advisers under its jurisdiction. It had also been admitted that
SEC has had issues with examining
greater than 10 percent of advisers
annually across the country. This is
a concerning and low number for
an agency that was created with the
purpose of ensuring that transactions are being carried out in a legal
and fair manner.
This means that only about
1,200 advisers are being monitored
while the remaining are working
without anyone ensuring that their
services and practices are adhering to ethical requirements and
following regulations.
While these changes will hold
great value for investors, the new
rules and regulations are just in
their beginning stages. White must
now gain approval of two of the
other commissioners in order to
secure the opportunity for changes
to occur, though this may not be
extremely difficult for her.
If the move is approved, new
rules need to be written in a process that entails months of review
and revision before being enforced.
Nevertheless, the fact that the SEC
is making conscious efforts to protect investors, their money and
their best interests are significant
as the past decade has severely
lacked the SEC’s presence.
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Germans protest European Central Bank in wake of austerity
BY MARIA MARKOWICZ
STAFF WRITER

The German city of Frankfurt
experienced a wave of left-wing
protests caused by the European
Central Bank’s austerity measures
on Greece, Portugal, Ireland and
Cyprus. Blockupy, the activist
group behind anti-austerity protests in Frankfurt, used “They want
capitalism without democracy, we
want democracy without capitalism” as their rallying call, according
to BBC.
The ECB’s main responsibility is
to keep the euro at a stable price so
that it retains its purchasing power.
In a recent speech inaugurating the
new ECB building, Mario Draghi,
the bank’s president, took the time
to defend austerity measures.
“As an EU institution that has
played a central role throughout
the crisis, the ECB has become a
focal point for those frustrated with
this situation,” Draghi said, adding,
“This may not be a fair charge—our
action has been aimed precisely
at cushioning the shocks suffered
by the economy. But as the central
bank of the whole euro area, we
must listen very carefully to what
all our citizens are saying.”
And yet, these efforts might not
be enough. The euro and U.S. dollar exchange rate, currently standing at 1.05, has not seen such lows
since 2002.
Austerity is generally defined
as a set of policies aimed to reduce
a government’s budget deficits.
These mainly include, but are not
limited to, government spending cuts and tax increases. In the
eurozone, austerity measures are
controlled by the so-called troika of
the International Monetary Fund,
the European Commission and
the ECB. The troika is behind several bailouts that have kept Greece
afloat in recent years.

There is no real proof that austerity is working for the Greeks, and
some have gone as far as to call it
a complete failure and source of
increasing poverty and homelessness. Even the better performing
countries, such as Germany, are
starting to feel the impacts.
The German GDP growth rate
has seen its better days. Records
from Trading Economics show that
during the fourth quarter of 2012
and first quarter of 2013, the growth
rate was at negative 0.4 percent.
Despite a recovery throughout the
following four quarters, the growth
rate fell to negative 0.1 percent in
the second quarter of 2014. Instead of addressing the issues, most
choose to simply wait it out.
That is just the beginning of
German troubles. In his 2012 essay,
Bob Hancke of the London School
of Economics and Political Science
makes a point that Germany is facing problems that are far more serious that some would believe.
On the current state of Germany, Hancke wrote, “This is the Germany where more than half of the
air force’s fighter jets are grounded
because of a lack of maintenance,
where roads are deteriorating fast,
where school buildings are often
in a very bad state, where university funding fell for most of the past
twenty years.”
Meanwhile, the United Kingdom is being alienated by the European Union for not wanting to
join the eurozone. Their decision
is not surprising; a country that
is finally recovering from recession would not exchange a safe
currency for one that is seeing
record lows.
In fact, the English are doing
so well that they are considering
an early referendum as to whether
they should leave the EU. There is
a comparison to draw between the
two nations. In a way, the United
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Protesters clashed with law enforcement near the ECB’s headquarters, enraged with the ECB for its austerity policy.
Kingdom represents what Germany could have been. With so much
money invested in Greece, the
Germans have to ensure that the
Greek economy recovers before the
nation receives any of its bailout
money back.
Austerity has led to a 25 percent
unemployment rate and only half
of the nation’s youth are able to
find post-college jobs. As a result,
the newly elected Syriza, led by
Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras, vows
to end Greek austerity.
Even if Tsipras succeeds, the
results would be catastrophic.
Austerity is the main condition behind troika’s bailouts, which would
mean that Greece would no longer

be able to receive additional funding. The standards of living would
decrease significantly, and Greece
would be likely have high inflation rates to combat. The situation
would result in the decrease of the
already-low value of the euro.
Recently, the Greek prime
minister reopened old wounds by
demanding war reparations from
Germans, despite an earlier decision made by the International
Court of Justice that the case is to
be closed.
A recent ARD poll of approximately 1,000
adult Germans
showed that 61 percent of the participants want Greece to leave the
eurozone, and 53 percent agreed

with a statement that a possible exit
would be “much less dramatic for
the rest of Europe than a few years
ago.” Furthermore, 68 percent were
against the possibility of forgiving
even a part of the 63.5 billion euro
debt that the Greeks owe to Germany. Despite austerity’s unpopularity, roughly 80 percent of the participants wanted to urge the future
Greek government to continue its
austerity measures.
Behind the story of Germany’s
leadership of the eurozone one
could find a sad reality; that the
Germans are so tired of paying
for the mistakes of another nation
that they would much rather risk a
crash of the entire currency.
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Removal of ‘feeling fat’ emoticon raises self-deprecation issues
BY CHRISTINE LEUNG
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Facebook announced on March
10 that the emoticon, “feeling fat,”
would be removed from its status
updates because it could be offensive and cause users to project a
negative body image.
“Conversational shaming of the
body has become practically a ritual of womanhood,” Renee Engeln
wrote in The New York Times.
“Fat talk” can be defined as a
type of public self-disparagement,
but many fail to see that it can also
be a harmful social bonding ritual.
The statement “I’m fat” could be a
subconscious attempt to fish for
compliments from empathetic
friends. However, feelings of shame
tend to discourage women from
making healthier choices or taking
care of their bodies.
Catherine Weingarten and the
group Endangered Bodies set up
an online petition on Change.org
to have the emoticon removed,
stating that it was offensive and that
the chubby cheeks and double chin
only reinforced body shaming.
Studies have shown that fat talk
can be transmittable. Subjects were
observed for their responses when
others initiated fat talk. A third of
the individuals tested took the bait
when researchers posted comments on images such as: “Look at
her thighs. This makes me feel so
fat.” The images ranged from ads
for an electronics store, a water purifier and a model in a bikini. Professionals display advertisements
that are appealing to the consumer’s eyes without acknowledging
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Issues of self-disparagement come into light with the encouragment of body shaming on Facebook, even when introspective.
how they affect women and their
perceptions of the “perfect” body.
When a woman questions whether
her body is good enough, it causes
other women around her to do
the same.
“I understand the larger issue
of body image and I can see that it
may be negative to those already
feeling unconfident or already susceptible to those feelings, but in
reality, I’ve only ever seen the status used jokingly, and in conjunction with happy faces after a great
meal,” said Sherry Cho, a junior
and a marketing management major at Baruch College. “Still, I think
removing the feature is the correct
thing to do, since the potential to
enable people to be unhealthily
self-deprecating is serious.”

Perceptions of the “feeling fat”
emoticon differ from person to person, but misconceptions are rife.
According to Dan Tran, a senior
advertising and marketing major,
the emoticon could potentially
be an issue for those with eating
disorders.
“It could have been an issue because it perpetuates the problem
of obesity by making others more
conscious about their weight and
size. When people put statuses like
‘feeling fat,’ I feel that they’re usually referring to themselves eating too
much. However, obesity doesn’t always mean because they eat a lot of
junk. It might be a disorder or some
other medical reason,” he said.
Tran continued, “If you believe
you’re too fat, then you will make

yourself believe it. It could affect
others around you because they’ll
eventually use that as a benchmark
to compare their standing.”
Molly Deng, a junior and human
resources major, agreed. “I don’t
think discontinuing the emoticon
will lead to a potential issue in the
future. I think it’s good because it
stops people from thinking that
they’re fat. I think Facebook is trying to be politically correct.”
Deng concurred that this selfdisparagement could become
mired in the individual’s beliefs
if repeated enough times. “When
my friend tells me they’re fat, I feel
like they are asking me to comfort
them and tell them they’re not.
I think society shapes too much
of a women’s perception of fit

through products such as shapers
and perfectly toned Victoria’s
Secret models.”
On the contrary, perhaps the
true definition of the emoticon is
in the eye of the beholder. Yvonne
Duong, a sophomore accounting
major at Baruch, offered an indepth take on the many perceived
images of “feeling fat.”
“I think it’s all about how a person perceives the term ‘feeling fat.’
In my opinion, it would seem offending to people in general. That
shouldn’t be a status on Facebook
because it comes off as giving a
bad image of the word fat,” Duong
shared. “To me, ‘feeling fat’ gives
me an image of how different my
body structure is compared to the
stereotypical images of models you
would see on billboards.”
Duong elaborated on the relativity aspect that when a Facebook
user posts the status, he or she
might offend those who are more
overweight, even those who were
initially comfortable with their
own bodies.
“If my friend posted that they
were feeling fat, it would seem
that they don’t like how they’re
feeling about themselves but my
other friends who might be ‘bigger’ than the girl may take it offensively, especially if they feel good
about themselves. It will probably
have a negative effect on others.
So it was probably best to take it off
Facebook.”
Despite differing perceptions
of the double-chinned emoticon
among users, banning the “feeling fat” status could potentially do
more good than harm.

Turkish professor writes of her infatuation with Russian literature
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
She was contacted about the
Harman program through one of
the organizers at the Cullman Center. “It was not a hard sell at all,” she
affirmed. “The students at Baruch
are more eclectic, they all have
different backgrounds. Their work
ethic is incredible. They work 40hour weeks and are still doing fulltime student coursework; it’s really,
really impressive.”
“I guess it’s partly from being
in New York and partly from being
a commuter school,” she continued. “At Koc, people were either
in the dormitory or they lived with
their parents so they felt a little bit
younger, even though they’re the
same age. They seemed a little bit
more sheltered. At Stanford, it’s like
a huge country club-type atmosphere. At Baruch, the students feel
a little tougher.”
Batuman was raised in the quiet
suburbs of New Jersey. Though her
interests lay in Russian literature,
she is, in fact, ethnically Turkish.
Her father is from Adana and her
mother from the capital city of Ankara, though she herself was born
in New York City.
“I’m sure wherever you grow
up influences your writing. A lot
of writers come from New Jersey
and I was wondering why that is. I
think maybe just because it’s kind
of a boring place, so people are put
inside themselves,” she remarked
thoughtfully. “I grew up in the
suburbs. This was before Internet;
there wasn’t a whole lot of public
transportation, and both my parents worked long hours. I was at
home a lot, so I did a lot of reading
and writing from an early age.”
In spite of the stable foundation
of suburban ennui, Batuman has
spent a lot of time traveling. She has
been all over Turkey—“I’ve never
been to Diyarbakir though I kind of
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Elif Batuman held a reading in which she read excerpts from her book, The Possessed, which was received very positively.

“I grew up in the suburbs. This was before Internet; there wasn’t a whole lot of public
transportation, and both my parents worked long hours. I was at home a lot, so I did a lot of
reading and writing from an early age.”
want to”—and has also spent some
time in Russia and Uzbekistan.
Batuman completed her undergraduate studies at Harvard University and later moved to Stanford,
where she received her doctorate in
comparative literature. It was there
that she began to cultivate an interest in Uzbek culture and language.
During grad school, she received government funding to
study Uzbek in Samarkand, where
she spent two months translating

and familiarizing herself with a
language that often parallels Turkish but otherwise diverges in rather
unexpected ways.
“I was living in Samarkand with
a Tajik family and I was the only
student in the Uzbek learning program. They were really excited that
I came from America to learn their
language,” she explained. “I’m kind
of insecure about foreign languages
in general. I pick up the beginnings
really fast [but] I feel very centered

in English.” Her experience in Uzbekistan is the subject of one of
many essays in The Possessed.
She described the book’s publishing process to be relatively
painless. “I had wanted to do it as a
novel and then I was persuaded by
the editor to do it as an essay collection. When I got the contract, I
had one year to put together the essays, add in some overarching stuff
and write two new essays … [but]
two-thirds of it was already done,”

she said.
“The reception changed more
things than I thought it was going to. I didn’t expect that many
people to read it … Especially your
first book, it feels like such a private
thing and then suddenly it turns
out that it’s not a private thing.
And I didn’t realize that a year of
your life, you’re just going around
talking about your book,” she
summed up.
Batuman lists Isaac Babel and
Victor Shklovsky among her favorite Russian novelists. She also
has a particular fondness for Leo
Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina. She also
appreciates the tone and “bemused atmosphere” of detective
novels a la Raymond Chandler and
Haruki Murakami.
As a child, she loved P.G. Wodehouse and Mark Twain, and it is
clear that their humor left a lasting impression on her. Her writing,
even her speech, is peppered with
thoughtful, witty observations.
She draws from the values put
forth in her favorite books to teach
her intimate, seminar-style class at
Baruch. She teaches the theory and
the structure of creative nonfiction,
a genre of writing so evasive that
many shy away based solely on the
principles at work.
But she seems confident in the
abilities of her students to play with
“lived reality” for the sake of uninhibited creative writing.
On March 24, the Harman program hosted a reading and conversation with Batuman. The event
was advertised across campus,
producing a sizeable crowd the
night of the event. Audience members listened to Batuman recount
a handful of stories and experiences about her writing process for
The Possessed.
She spoke passionately, eyes
alight with a love of reading, writing and above all, teaching.
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Distinguished professor explores recent obsession with selfies
BY KINDRA COOPER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

“Do you smile in selfies?” an ad
for invisible nano-braces demands.
Given other vices, narcissism is
far from being humanity’s most
despicable. So why is the fixation
with selfies the bane of the selfinfatuated millennial?
Marketers use facial recognition
technology to wrangle psychometric consumer information from
the typical “duck face” Instagram
snaps. Its biggest impact, according to Stuart Ewen, a distinguished
professor of film and media studies at Hunter College who spoke at
Baruch College on March 25, is empowering individuals to “be their
own publicists” based on the public figures, brands and causes they
affiliate with on social media.
“What’s interesting is that it’s
not just people like us who are used
to being invisible and anonymous
who are doing selfies, people who
can walk down the street and not
be noticed and hassled,” Ewen said.
Celebrity participation in selfieinspired advertising campaigns
practically guarantees that the content will go viral, such as the recent
SmearForSmear campaign run by
U.K.-based charity Jo’s Cervical
Cancer Trust. In a bid to educate
women about the importance of
periodic pap smears for early cancer detection, the charity encouraged Twitter users to smear their
lipstick and upload a selfie.
“Cancer is something that
causes a lot of fear, especially in
young people. So if you want to get
people to do this, you don’t want
to scare them. You want to make
them laugh, you want to make
them do something irreverent,
because laughter will trump fear,”
Ewen insisted.
In his recent lecture presented

by Corporate Communications
International and the Museum of
Public Relations and Library, Ewen
discussed media, democracy and
the engineering of public opinion
in homage to the 20-year anniversary of the death of public relations
pioneer Edward Bernays.
Bernays’
1920s
campaign,
Torches of Freedom, saw models
march in the New York City parade
brandishing Lucky Strike cigarettes in rebellion against women
being prohibited from smoking
in public. While the campaign
would be abhorred today, given
anti-tobacco sentiment, Bernays
clearly knew how to spin the mundane into a news item, said Ewen,
who has written extensively on
new media. Like the selfie, it is all
about the right angle. “We live in
a highly visual culture and for us
images routinely serve as a kind of
mental shorthand for something
larger than what they depict. They
symbolize specific times, fashions,
events, past and present,” he said.
But why does popular culture
simultaneously balk at and endorse selfies, all the while uploading 300 million photos to Facebook
daily and awarding medals to Selfie
Olympians? In his research, Ewen
“excavated” imagery and propaganda of centuries past to shed
light on why selfies jar so much.
Take artist Norman Rockwell’s
triple selfie, in which the artist
paints himself painting a self-portrait based on his own reflection.
Rembrandt Harmensz van Rijn created nearly a hundred self-portraits
in his lifetime, starting with an
etching of himself during his teen
years sporting the unmistakable
duck face—a pursing of the lips and
simultaneous widening of the eyes
that accentuates the cheekbones.
While these portraits often featured
trappings of affluence or charac-
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A lecture on March 10 led by distinguished Hunter College professor Stuart Ewen explored the ﬁxation on selﬁe culture.
terization elements, the selfie is
perhaps a much less subtle look-atme overture.
“These kinds of images are at
odds with the way most cultures
have seen themselves throughout
history,” said Ewen. “A lot of Eastern imagery is about larger than the
individual, is more transcendent,
more about the self as something
to be transcendent,” he said, displaying a painting in which three
men are surrounded by disjointed
scenes of nature. “I would say that
even within Western culture, prior
to that change, you have images
like this of the Great Chain of Being,” Ewen said, displaying the
1579 drawing by Didacus Valades,
“where each person occupies a
certain place, albeit in this very
hierarchical view of the world.”
However, he pointed out, these
worldly depictions predated capi-

talism when economic freedom
gave birth to the concept of individualism and self-actualization,
which, millennials are told, is the
purpose of their existence.
“Alongside economic individualism, you begin to have the
emergence of optical individualism
where you begin to see the coming
together of economic values and
aesthetic values,” said Ewen. “So
now you begin to have art forms
where the individual eye is at the
center of every picture.”
The selfie, Ewen ventured, is an
emblem of Western individualism,
self-branding and self-assertion,
and this notion is reinforced when
selfies can be used to promote philanthropic causes, brands, or even
one’s work. Marketers mine selfies as fairly accurate signposts for
consumer preferences and hence
tailored advertising.

“In order to be able to do this,
there are companies like IBM, a
big data and analytics hub, which
is developing all this facial recognition software to study emotions.
In other words, if you’re depressed
they can send you ads for anti-depressants,” Ewen said. “So the selfie
becomes a fingerprint, it becomes
part of your emotional makeup in
a way that goes way beyond what
Bernays was talking about. Bernays
was really talking about psychoanalytic speculation, whereas this
is really about psychometrics and
the use of algorithms rather than
Freudian theory.”
As consumers of yellow journalism know, nothing preserves
a celebrity’s relevance like religiously uploading selfies—perhaps
even more so than the conventional magazine cover shoot or talk
show appearance.

Despite running unopposed, Next in Lex campaigns diligently
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
In contrast, though not entirely
on the other end of the spectrum,
building bridges is a task that will
require the involvement of departments and resources throughout
the school.
The purpose of this is to enhance students’ relationships
with the administration in order
to make their lives easier. Salama
explained that the reason behind
creating these very personal relationships with the rest of the school
is to allow for unique dynamics in
which the experiences of all parties
are enhanced.
This means focusing not only on
clubs and organizations that make
up what is considered to be student
life but also on resources throughout the college that are there to carry students through their four-year
period in which they must endure
a multitude of obstacles and still be
expected to come out on top.
“We want to create the experience for all different types of
Baruch students, even the ones
that aren’t necessarily involved,”
Salama explained. “It’s hard to get
people involved. I don’t necessarily
think that clubs and organizations
are going to make or break the student experience here. I think it has
a lot to do with facilities or the fact
that they can’t just get an academic
advisement session [or] how they
never know what’s going on with
the bursar or financial aid.”
This is an important tenet in
Sourbis’ vision for the team: “We
want to focus on every student
because at the end of the day, the
only thing that every single one of
us have in common is that we’re
all students. There is nothing else
that every single person has in
common.” And so addressing student experiences is held in the
highest regard.
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From left, Isabel Zhao, Anastasia Sourbis, Nardine Salama and Vivian Lau represent Next in Lex for USG 2015-16 elections.
Lau, who is the chair of marketing with the current USG, is privy
to a very close look at how things
are currently run and how that
can be improved in the future. As
mentioned earlier, transparency
is everyone’s favorite buzzword, a
cry for change that comes back up
every election season like the dry
feeling at the back of one’s throat
right before an exam that is going to
make or break their college career.
Lau explained that a way to
build better clubs is to fix the Baruch Officer Leadership Training, a
workshop built to increase leadership potential and build better executive officers of the future. However, as nice as that sounds, this
new initiative is not as glamorous
as it was made out to be and still
requires a little bit of tweaking in
order for it to reach its full potential
and really be a helpful resource for

student leaders, Lau claimed.
“I know that the relationship we
have with clubs right now is a little
unstable but I know that for next
year, we do have things planned in
terms of working with student life,
like making BOLT training a little
more clearer, easier, transparent,
making sure club leaders really
have a firm understanding of how
to run a club,” Lau affirmed.
Even Zhao shared her slight
discomfort with the program. As
treasurer of Alpha Kappa Psi, she
needed to undergo the mandatory
training in order to take the position. “There were a lot of questions
I had that weren’t answered, so I
could help improve on things that
I feel could help them in the future.
Because I was in that position before, I know the things that could be
useful,” she shared.
Her experiences in coordinating

with other club leaders and being
an active member of student life
make her the individual that Sourbis and Salama said were looking
for when building their team.
Sourbis started getting involved
with USG during her freshman year
when Christopher Catalano was
the president. She had heard all the
warnings and of all of the college’s
many troubles, and the student
government was going to be the
catalyst for change.
Stepping into her first general
interest meeting was a harrowing experience for her—seeing so
many students huddled around a
table offering solutions rather than
simply airing out their grievances
was inspiring and it quickly became something she wanted to be
a part of.
“It was really encouraging to
me to see a group of students who

weren’t just defeated by the problems at Baruch, they wanted to improve it,” Sourbis recalled. “Three
years later, I’m still here.”
Transparency is an issue that
Sourbis believes has been handled
as best as it could have been but
only to that limit, as USG is structured in such a way that only a certain amount of light gets out.
“I really just think it’s how USG
function is structured. I feel like this
administration,” she mentioned,
in reference to what is left of Next
Gen, “did a lot more to be more
transparent than the rest—they are
more transparent, they work more
closely with The Ticker, they’re at
WBMB now that they’re on air,
and everything.”
However, just because Next in
Lex is running unopposed does
not mean that they will not try to
appeal to the students as much as
they can in the weeks leading to
the election.
“It’s important to us that the
student body shows that they do
believe in us, that they do have confidence in us,” Sourbis shared. “It is
really important to us, so we are
going to be campaigning the last
two weeks, we’re going to really be
trying to get students down there.”
Salama explained that this gave
their team a head start in planning
for the next year. Since they already
know they will have these positions, they can work toward really
getting a consensus on what is expected of them and plan well in advance how they are going to fulfill
those expectations.
“It’s a unique position because
now we get to focus on what people
actually want next year rather than
saying, ‘Vote for me, then we’re going to figure it out.’ We know we’re
going to be there next year, so we’re
really taking the time to think of
innovative ideas in trying to make
Baruch better.”
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Queens-bred rapper Action Bronson slays with Mr. Wonderful
BY REYNALDO CARRASCO
SPORTS EDITOR

Catch him riding around town
naked in a Lamborghini or teaching a dolphin how to handle a Baretta. Better yet, find him at the local basketball court giving Godzilla
the work. He is a man of many
names, one of which is universally
recognized: Action Bronson.
The gourmet chef-turned-rapper is at the forefront of New York’s
hip-hop renaissance, and his latest release, Mr. Wonderful, is as ridiculous and over-the-top as any
album in recent memory. Though
his absurd rhymes are enough to
bring anyone to tears of laughter,
Bronson is no joke-rapper.
An astute student of Ghostface
Killah’s Wu-Tang school of rap,
Bronson is capable of weaving
metaphors, similes and double entendres as well as anyone in the rap
game. What separates him from the
pack is his dedication to old-school
beats and humor.
After a cheeky introduction,
Bronson gets right to work with his
cousin, Big Body Bes, on “The Rising,” the album’s second track. The
duo boasts about its new celebrity status and all the luxuries that
come with it. Bronson has always
been a pretty boy, but a little extra
cash helps the cause: “Since I was
young I had the husky gut/ But I’m
gorgeous/ got money in the pouch
just like a tourist.”
The album slows down on the
following song “Terry.” Bronson
takes listeners on a dreamy tour
through the corridors of his mind
over a soulful, psychedelic Alche-

mist beat. When Bronson said he
let the drugs take over, he meant
it. Who else could discover the
universe’s deepest, darkest secrets
while watching Iron Chef high on
jenkem?
The album hits a high point after the “THUG LOVE STORY 2017
THE MUSICAL” interlude as Bronson links up with Mark Ronson
and Party Supplies on a series of
genre-bending songs. It starts with
the eighth song, “A Light In The Addict,” a pensive, somber cut. Bronson contemplates life’s fragility as
he stares out a plane’s window.
He wonders if a fall from a plane
would be felt at all. Twisted as he
is, he compares the experience to
being strangled with a belt during
sex, in an interview with Complex.
He said, “It’s kind of like, would you
cry if I died with a belt around my
neck? Or would you be like, hell
yeah? If you knew that I died from
strangulation while f---ing would
you be happy or would you be sad?”
The following song, “Baby Blue,”
is arguably the album’s best track.
With help from Chance the Rapper,
Bronson curses his past love over a
catchy piano and horn instrumental. Despite two heavy verses from
Bronson, Chance’s verse is the biggest takeaway of the song.
Chance delivers a spiteful wave
of lyrics as he hopes for the very
worst in life for his ex. Though at
the end, he reveals his true feelings.
“I hope your tears don’t hurt, and I
can smile in your face/ Cut my losses, how Delilah changed my locks
to a fade/ I hope you happy/ I hope
you happy /I hope you ruined this
s--- for a reason.”

Earl comes into his own
BY STEPHEN ELLIOTT
COPY EDITOR

I Don’t Like Shit, I Don’t Go
Outside is Earl Sweatshirt’s second studio album. The lead and
only single, “Grief,” was released
only a week before the album was
digitally released on iTunes. With
little to no marketing, the album
has so far flown under the radar,
especially in light of recent highprofile releases by industry heavyhitters like Kendrick Lamar and
Action Bronson.
One would be inclined to think
this was deliberate on the part of
Earl, who, in his maturation as
a rapper has only become more
introspective. His latest release is
practically diametrically opposed
to his earlier material under the
Odd Future banner.
Clocking in at a mere 29 minutes and 56 seconds with 10
tracks, I Don’t Like Shit is as sparse
and pared down as Earl’s new
flow. Muted harmonies overlaid
on choppy, ambient beats stand
in the background to Earl’s muffled, prosaic rhymes. A couple of
hooks and no true choruses embolden the incisive, albeit laconic,
wit with which Earl spits. Save for
one song made by Left Brain, Earl
produced all of the beats. Minimal features and no guest producers speak to the heart of the
album: clarity.
Since releasing his first mixtape, Earl, and subsequently being
sent to a school for at-risk youth
in Samoa, Earl has undergone an
identity deconstruction and revival. Earl has looked inside and
elected to stay there despite his
popularity. The prodigal son of
underground rap, Earl has never
seemed comfortable with the
hype surrounding his name.
I Don’t Like Shit is Earl reacting against expectation. Aban-

doning the braggadocio, verbally
deft raps characteristic of his
early days, and likewise the apathy of Doris, Earl’s evolution has
reached the point of despondency
like a teenager rebelling against
his parents.
“I just want my time and my
mind intact/ when they both gone
you can’t buy ‘em back,” the last
bar of “Grief” emblemizes Earl’s
introspection in light of his notoriety. Rapping with a target on his
back, forever at the mercy of expectation, Earl’s understated, even
underwhelming, album’s genius is
in its ennui.
Individually, each song is rugged yet reflective, heavy-handed
yet understated. But as an album,
they make for a bored composition. Earl’s flow is considerably
slower, packing the punch into the
diction and not the delivery, and
his beats complement this.
Nevertheless, the album is a
strong showing for Earl, one that
serves as a transition between two
different versions of himself. Some
speculate that the album is written this way in response to feuds
about direction, money and fame
with Odd Future’s frontman, Tyler
the Creator.
Some went so far as to suggest
that Odd Future was a defunct
project, as the group to which Earl
owes his name has struggled to
maintain any semblance of relevance in pop culture, let alone
salience in the rap world. Earl may
very well be distancing himself
from his established image of excessively vulgar skate punks with a
penchant for shock value.
I Don’t Like Shit is the growing
pains album for Earl, though the
pain is dull and hardly noticeable.
Bored but not uninspired, tired
but not lazy, Earl’s sophomore release is a strong step forward for
Earl into his own brand of rap.

With a jazzy bass line and soft
drum line, Bronson delivers every
rhyme with a calm, calculated delivery. The last verse presents Bronson at his best as he uses the song’s
final seconds showcase his rapping
chops. “I’m classically trained in
drug dealing/ but I wasn’t good
at drug dealing/ so I flipped shit,
rug, ceiling.”
To call him a cult hero would be
cutting him short. Though he has
been on the scene for a relatively
short time, Bronson’s reputation
precedes him.

That being said, the fame does
not seem to faze him. He presents
himself as an everyman; he pushes
that notion through his music and
antics. Bronson routinely gives
away food, shoes and goodies at
his shows.
He brings fans on to the stage,
only to suplex them back down to
the floor, like an older sibling practicing his favorite wrestling moves
on a kid brother. And he never
stops. Bronson keeps rapping, even
in a portable toilet. Even while
working in a food truck. Just wait

for him to rap while waiting for his
child in the delivery room.
Bronson was born and raised
in Flushing, Queens, and he never
forgets that; the borough’s most
famous avenues always make an
appearance in his lyrics. And he is
always eager to pay respects to his
forefathers: the Kool G Raps and
Cam’rons of the world.
Catch him schooling Dolph
Lundgren in the ring. Or pirouetting on the moon. Or riding a unicorn into the sunset. Bronson is the
most interesting man in hip-hop.

WWW.PITCHFORK.COM

Chance the Rapper and Bronson recreate scenes from the 1988 ﬁlm Coming to America in the music video for “Baby Blue.”

Bloodline toys with family dynamics
BY JONATHAN ALBUJAR
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Netflix has continued its recent
streak of releasing original programming in consecutive months
with its latest addition, Bloodline.
The family drama, which premiered on March 20, is already being considered a hit by critics and
fans alike.
Bloodline tells the story of the
Rayburn family, four adult siblings
and their parents. The series begins with the family holding a family reunion in their Florida Keys
community where the siblings
grew up and where the parents still
reside. The eldest son, considered
the black sheep, is absent from the
family reunion. This is where viewers start to see the first cracks in
this seemingly close family, which
is treated as an important component of the community, having
contributed to its growth.
Danny (Ben Mendelsohn),
the aforementioned black sheep,
eventually shows up to the family reunion, much to the delight of

his mother. However, his presence
causes waves with his siblings. It
becomes clear that some members of the family hold resentment
towards Danny for reasons other
than just his wild behavior.
His drug addiction, for example, is revealed during the pilot episode. Adding to the mystery of the
Rayburn family is the line recited
by his brother John in the closing
minute of the premiere episode.
“We’re not bad people, but we did
a bad thing,” John states, revealing that the Rayburns have a big
secret, which is meant to keep the
audience hooked.
Although he clearly loves his
family, Danny’s intentions for
returning home are not entirely
pure, as he goes against family
wishes and brings an outsider to
the reunion, upsetting his siblings.
His friendship with Eric O’Bannon
(Jamie McShane) also adds to his
bad reputation, for Eric is a parolee
who is not a great influence on his
behavior. Danny eventually makes
the decision to try to return to the
family fold permanently.

WWW.NETFLIXLIFE.COM

Bloodline is one of nine Netﬂix original series to debut over the course of this year.

Kyle Chandler plays second
son, Jack Rayburn. Jack is considered the family’s protector, always
trying to mend the rifts caused
mainly by Danny. Jack also works
as a detective in the county sheriff ’s office and, in the pilot, finds a
dead body while on duty. Danny
pleads to Jack to make his case
to their father for his permanent
return, and it becomes clear that
Jack is one of the main reasons
Danny is still welcome, as he has
been his defender in spite of the
bad behavior.
Linda Cardellini plays the
third sibling and only daughter,
Meg Rayburn. Meg is an attorney
and the only Rayburn sibling to
have made a living outside of the
Florida Keys. She also plays the
role of family peacekeeper, trying to keep everyone together
whenever possible.
Norbert Leo Butz is the youngest Rayburn, Kevin. Danny’s arrival
affects Kevin the most as he is suspicious of his motives, and so the
two immediately clash. Kevin is
protective of his mother’s feelings,
seemingly aware that Danny will
only break her heart once again
by disappointing her. Kevin would
prefer Danny’s stay in the Keys to
not become permanent.
Sissy Spacek and Sam Shepherd play the family matriarch and
patriarch, Sally and Robert. Sally
welcomes Danny home with open
arms and is just happy to have her
family back together.
Robert, however, is cold and
shares his youngest son’s suspicions on Danny’s motives to make
his stay permanent. After considering John’s plea for his brother
Danny, Robert decides to leave the
decision up to his three other children, which is sure to further drive
a wedge in a family their neighbors, and viewers alike, would consider close-knit.
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Museum of the Moving Image pays tribute to AMC’s Mad Men
The recently curated exhibition at the Queens museum features props, outfits and entire sets from the iconic period drama as way of commemorating its legacy
BY LUIS LUCERO
STAFF WRITER

One of the most critically acclaimed television shows of the
past decade was AMC’s 1960s period drama Mad Men. The show centers on the unscrupulous creative
director of advertising Don Draper
(Jon Hamm) and all the people
who surround him in his personal
life and in the offices of Sterling
Cooper Draper Pryce (SCDP).
Mad Men has received praise
for acting, writing and overall visual style. It has also won 15 Emmy
Awards thus far, including four
consecutive awards for Outstanding Drama Series between 2008
and 2011. In addition, it opened
the floodgates for further AMC success with subsequent hit shows like
Breaking Bad, The Walking Dead
and Better Call Saul. But the curtain will soon close on the show
that started it all.
Starting April 5, the second
half of the seventh season, billed
“The End of an Era,” will air over a
month-long span and effectively
bring the Don Draper and SCDP
saga to its dramatic and anticipated
conclusion.
Similar to its aggressive campaign to get people excited for
Breaking Bad’s final episodes,
AMC is actively placing several
new bumpers and commercials
not only across various channels
but also on the social media. Only
recently, AMC released several
new bumpers that feature several
renowned actors and directors—
Martin Scorsese, Gary Oldman and
even Bryan Cranston—proclaiming their love for Mad Men.
As is to be expected for a show
that takes place in New York City,
AMC has hosted several Mad Men-

themed functions and occurrences
around the city. The signs on the
corner of 50th Street and Sixth Avenue have been temporarily redecorated as Don Draper Way and Mad
Men Avenue respectively.
Coincidentally, this is right
around where the headquarters
of SCDP are located in the show.
Several restaurants and bars across
town, such as the legendary Carnegie Deli and the original P.J.
Clarke’s Bar and Grill, have taken
part in Mad Men Dining Week,
which offers diners either a twocourse lunch or two cocktails for
the bargain price of $20.
But ironically, the biggest tribute to Mad Men is not being held
in Manhattan but in the borough
where the show is filmed, Queens.
Over in the Museum of the Moving
Image, a short distance from the
show’s shooting location of Silvercup Studios, a massive exhibition
based on the show has opened,
taking up almost the entire second
floor of the museum.
The exhibition is a textbook
definition of fan service. A couple
of the major set pieces for the show
were brought over from Silvercup
and reassembled in the museum.
Those include Draper’s office at
SCDP and his upstate New York
kitchen. A wide variety of costumes
spanning the show’s ’60s time
period are also on display.
The complete wardrobes of all
the major characters are also up on
display. Several key props from the
show’s first six and a half seasons
are scattered throughout the exhibit, invoking memories of some
of the show’s strongest episodes.
Aside from the sets, props and
costumes, there is also a replica of
the show’s writing room. It is not
too often that museum-goers are
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The exhibition marks the ﬁrst time that objects and props from Mad Men will be displayed to the public on such a large scale.
given a chance to take in how the
process of writing a TV show works.
The exhibition also showcases
several notes written by series
creator Matthew Weiner. Reading them will give visitors an idea
of how he came up with the series
and his methods of telling the story
as well as what would go down in
the episode in question. In a bit of

USG showcases the artistry of students
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
Baruch’s Got Talent was hosted
by Charlamagne tha God, known
for his work on Power 105.1 as well
as MTV’s Guy Code and Girl Code.
The jury consisted of communications professor Denise Patrick,
Xavier Jernigan of Def Jam Records
and Theo Brown of D.Up Entertainment. Brown had also made
an appearance at last year’s talent
show. The panel offered a solid
combination of people who understand the entertainment industry
and people who understand the
Baruch College population.
The show began at 7 p.m. with
a brief introduction from Joana
Flores, the event chair for Relay for
Life. Each performance was preceded by a brief introductory video, which incorporated clips from
the audition.
The first act to grace the stage
was Alessandra Licul and Kissem,
whose music should be familiar
to Baruch students. Sophomore
Licul is the president of the Baruch chapter of the New York Mu-

sic Industry Association. She and
her band also performed last year,
though somehow Licul’s voice has
gotten richer and fuller.
Licul took to the stage dressed
in a flowy, elegant black dress. She
and her band members bopped
along to the sound of their own
music, their chemistry undeniable. They performed two original
songs, though the latter was far
more energetic.
Following was Kaniece Williams with a beautiful rendition
of Evanescence’s “My Immortal.”
Freshman Williams took to the
stage with a shy smile a wave to
a welcoming audience. She was
supported by fellow contestant
Elizabeth Friedman on guitar.
Brown advised Williams to pretend that she was singing in her
bathroom. “I just want you to have
more confidence,” he said.
Later came Korean rapper Terry Baik, who performed a heartfelt
song about a father missing his
son. Though he rapped in his native tongue, English subtitles were
displayed on the projector screen
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Will G. shmoney danced his way onto the stage prior to his set.

behind him so viewers could keep
up with him. “[The song] is about
thinking about family on the way
to success,” he later explained.
Baik’s performance was intensely emotional and he easily
hyped the crowd. His confidence
made for excellent stage presence.
Will G. kept the momentum
going with a comedy routine. His
standup rivals that of Russell Peters in the sense that his set played
predominantly upon issues of race.
He began his set with the assertion
that “I am to Asians what George
W. Bush is to presidents.”
Then came Friedman with a set
of two original songs, both about
missing someone. Here Friedman showed off her own vocal
chops; her soothing, jazzy voice
reverberated against the walls of
Mason Hall.
“Elizabeth exemplified exactly
what I want to see in a contestant,”
said Vishnevskaya. Friedman, who
volunteered to support Williams
of her own volition, is a grad student, which made her eligible to
win the competition but ineligible
to receive any monetary compensation. However, she decided to
compete anyway. Vishnevskaya
asserted that Friedman, like all the
chosen participants, focused more
on craft than winning.
“All the other contestants were
extremely pleasurable to work
with. They all hold a special place
in my heart,” she continued. “I
think they’re all talented.” All in all,
the performers kept the audience
entertained through 10 p.m.
Karen Munoz performed Rihanna’s “Unfaithful” to thunderous applause and positive feedback from the judges, who said her
voice was refreshing. She went on
to win the $500 first prize.
Second place went to Will G.,
who was also deemed to be the
fan favorite.

trickery on Weiner’s part, he has
even left a few clues on how the
overall story will end for Draper.
When it comes to surprises, those
excited for the last episodes may
get a lot more than they bargained
for with this exhibition.
The exhibition runs through
June 14. Also included in the
program is screening of a series

of films that have played a key
role in inspiring Weiner to create the series. Several of these include movies from famed directors such as Alfred Hitchcock and
David Lynch.
While it will be hard saying
goodbye to Mad Men, its legacy will
still be strongly felt long after the final episodes have aired.

Modest Mouse falls flat
BY AMRITA SANDHU
COPY CHIEF

Eight years after We Were Dead
Before The Ship Even Sank, Modest Mouse has comfortably made
their musical comeback with
Strangers To Ourselves. Though
the beginning of the album allows
listeners to jump back into the
band’s grooves right from where
they left off eight years ago, the
middle inevitably falls flat relative
to the high expectations tied to the
group’s long-awaited return to the
music scene. However, Strangers
to Ourselves ties off with a crooked
poise only Modest Mouse could so
charmingly pull off.
The first track of 15 is the title
track, a beautifully sad and soulful ease bearing a weight similar to
seasonal depression as the seasons
struggle to transition from winter
to spring. With the introspective
theme set for the rest of the album,
Modest Mouse’s visceral transition
back into the public eye begins.
“Lampshades on Fire,” the following track, takes listeners back
to Modest Mouse basics. Their signature grimy funk conjures images
of manic party scenes with people
dancing and moshing, with lampshades literally on fire around
them. Modest Mouse is back and
everyone’s soul can gracefully sink
into their frenzied melodies and
sweet beats.
Almost a cool down session
from “Lampshades on Fire,” “S-- in Your Cut” not only is a great
name for a song but also cannot
stop listeners from swaying to its
catchy guitar riffs. The track is reminiscent of “Missed the Boat” from
the band’s last, and arguably best,
album but with groovier melodies
rooted in the quirky backwater of
Washington where Modest Mouse
materialized.
It would not be surprising if

Modest Mouse fans old and new
question whether “Pistol (A. Cunanan, Miami, Fl. 1996)” is noteworthy or simply not worthy, but
attention-grabbing it is with a
discordant yet soothingly symmetrical industrial space rock that
engages the senses in the most
bizarre way.
The similarly odd title is also
supposedly meant to refer to serial
killer Andrew Cunanan’s murder
of Gianni Versace.
While the next couple of tracks
on the album, including “Ansel,”
“The Ground Walks, with Time in
a Box” and “Coyotes,” can hold
a candle to the Modest Mouse
sound fans have grown to love,
the album seems to casually wander off for the following few songs.
That is, until “The Best Room.”
As Rolling Stone’s Daniel Kreps
fairly put it, “Second-to-last songs
on Modest Mouse albums are
routinely where Isaac Brock and
company showcase their strongest, most melancholic, work—
The Moon & Antarctica’s ‘Life Like
Weeds’ and We Were Dead Before the Ship Even Sank’s ‘People
as Places as People’ especially
stand out–and ‘The Best Room’
keeps that streak alive even after
eight years.”
We Were Dead Before the Ship
Even Sank debuted at No. 1 on the
Billboard 200 with the band’s last
studio album selling 129,000 copies in its first week, according to
Nielsen Music.
And although the hype surrounding the return-from-hiatus
of a beloved band should be taken
into consideration when analyzing
their album’s success, Strangers to
Ourselves debuted at No. 1 on Billboard’s Top Rock Albums chart
and No. 3 on the Billboard 200
with 73,000 sold as of March 26. It
also helps launch the band at No.
12 on the Billboard Artist 100.
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Science & Technology
Positive interactions shown to increase lifespan, study reveals
BY RAMSHA SUHAIL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Although every human experiences the need to be alone and
reflect, human beings have long
been social animals. New research from Brigham Young
University supports the theory
that active engagement in social activities with fellow human beings has the potential to
increase lifespan.
While many individuals might
consider themselves introverts by
nature, benefitting from solitary
time while left to their own devices,
people, more often than not, thrive
when they form close relationships.
As such, individuals who are socially isolated, whether willingly or unwillingly, have shortened lifespans.
Essentially, the human race will
thrive in terms of lifespan if they
embrace their shared humanity
and create lasting connections with
one another.
The meta-analysis studies conducted by the Brigham Young
University researchers identified
particular groups that may be more
prone to the consequences of social isolation. The concept of social isolation can be separated into
physical separation and the psychological concept of loneliness.
As stated in the study, “living alone,
having few social network ties, and
having infrequent social contact
are all markers of social isolation.”
Note that the study differentiates
between feelings of loneliness, an
emotion common to humans, and
the term social isolation. In fact,

feelings of loneliness were actually
not strongly correlated to actual
social isolation.
In the study, social isolation was
measured on a scale adopted from
earlier scientific studies, and was
defined as a “lack of participation
in social activities,” living alone
and/or not sharing thoughts with
a companion. This may result in a
repression of thoughts, a defense
mechanism.
The research found that one
of the primary links between social isolation and higher risks of
mortality was likelihood of unhealthy behavior and a situation
of poor health. The meta-analysis
referred to previous literature that
made strong connections between
increased feelings of loneliness
and social isolation and a weaker
immune response. In addition,
there has also been evidence
relating poorer health decisions with higher perceptions of
social isolation.
The researchers also discovered
that a sense of belonging helped
distinguish between those who
were socially isolated versus lonely.
This denotes that the people who
feel alone in a room full of people
are at risk of social isolation as well.
As the findings affirm, “Cumulative
data from 70 independent prospective studies, with 3,407,134 participants followed for an average of
seven years, revealed a significant
effect of social isolation, loneliness, and living alone on odds of
mortality.”
The studies retrieved originated
from all over the world, with most of
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Individuals with minimal to no levels of social isolation were found to have less health issues and live lengthier lives.
the them based in Europe or North
America. Since this meta-analysis
and cross-research consisted of
nearly 10 times the participants of
earlier meta-analyses and more
than twice the number of studies,
the findings of this study provide a
greater sense of validity than that of
any preceeding it.
A previous study conducted
by the same researchers puts the
heightened risk of mortality from
loneliness in the same category
as smoking 15 cigarettes a day and
being an alcoholic. As this novel
research has been brought to light,

it seems to encourage the melting
pot of humanity and the elimination of barriers in the invaluable
moment that one human being
gets to intimately know another.
Introverts who prefer the solitude
and the lonely are both equally
at risk to suffer from decreased
lifespans as a result correlated
to such apparently damaging
lifestyles.
This meta-analysis study provides evidence for the claims that
though people may have troves of
Facebook friends, if they are nonetheless socially isolated, they are

prone to increased mortality. There
is not the need for merely forming
relationships devoid of depth, but
rather, to create meaningful bonds,
networks that sustain through the
constant turbulence of life, as ardent supporters and listeners.
The next time an individual refrains from smoking that cigarette
as a precaution against lung cancer, or enlists him or herself in the
gym to guard against obesity, a
healthy dose of networking or quality time spent with friends or loved
ones should absolutely be added to
the list.

Cops vs. robbers in Battlefield Hardline Ebola outbreak stagnates

ANSON CHAN
From the beaches of the Pacific to the bazaars of the Middle
East and the streets of China, the
Battlefield series has traveled to
many places and subsequently
blown them up. With Battlefield
Hardline, the series tours around
America’s backyard, pitting teams
of cops against robbers as they
fight for control of the streets with
an arsenal that borders on mildly
ridiculous, given the setting.
To be fair, there are no tanks,
amphibious assault vehicles or
helicopters that can kill players
with a barrage of rockets immediately after spawn, but in its place
are makeshift combat vehicles like
transport choppers, armored SUVs
and upgraded SWAT vans.
Similarly, there is no longer a
selection of hundreds of rifles, machine guns and rocket launchers
to choose from, but rather a tamer
offering of roughly 80 firearms.
Keeping with the theme of cops
and robbers, the four classes that
are central to the modern Battlefield series have received a massive
overhaul, especially in the support
and engineer classes. Gone are the
machine guns and rocket launchers that used to define the classes, in their place shotguns and
grenade launchers.
While machine guns and rocket
launchers still exist in the game,

they are now in pickups strewn
around the map. Furthermore,
gadgets like drones and mortars
are no longer an option, but instead players get toys like grappling
hooks, stun guns and riot shields. A
bigger change that Hardline brings
to the series is the different variety
of gametypes and maps.
While Conquest is still a series
staple, the new gametypes are
more than mere name changes of
the typical objective-based gametypes. Heist, for example, plays
out similarly to Rush from previous
Battlefield games, where one team
defends an area while the other
tries to destroy two objectives.
Heist starts off in roughly the
same way, where the robbers try
and break into a building, but
once they do, they must take the
bags of money and bring those to
certain zones. If the robbers die,
the cops can retrieve the bags of
money until the robbers are out of
respawn tickets.
Hotwire is another unique
gametype where two teams race
to control certain zones, but rather
than fighting over traditional flags,
they fight over cars that they must
keep at above a certain speed to get
points. The cars can be blown up to
reset them, but the main difficulty
lies in catching up to them, which,
depending on player skill and map,
can take seconds or minutes.
One such map is the typical
city environment, complete with
parking garages and construction
cranes. It is relatively easy to find
someone or something on such a
map since there are so many shortcuts and paths that overlook the
more heavily traveled roads.
But on maps like Dust Bowl,
which takes place in a small desert
village, it can be hard to reach anything within reasonable time.
That being said, even though
it is in the middle of a desert with

clear lines of sight and wide-open
fields, sniper-camping does not
appear to be an issue. Part of the
reason is Hardline’s emphasis on
close-quarter combat with at least
a couple of maps taking place on
the grounds of a large mansion.
Even the larger maps have a
lot of obstacles that serve to break
lines of sight, making it harder for
people to simply sit back and mow
down the other team.
Even the single player received
a significant overhaul, with a
higher emphasis on stealth and
arresting people. While previous
campaigns were heavily scripted
action sequences with emphasis
on explosions than significant plot
points, Hardline tries to focus on
the story, letting players step in the
role of a detective who have found
themselves in the midst of a drug
war and a web of corruption. Since
the player is a detective rather
than a soldier, players can sneak
through a vast majority of the
game arresting enemies with an
endless supply of handcuffs. There
is still a number of scripted action
sequences. Those who are not fans
of stealth sequences will find the
campaign rather boring, but that is
where multiplayer kicks in.
With the transition to a cops
and crooks theme, Hardline does
lose some of the more visceral moments that are typical of the previous games, where a team can have
a whole fleet of armored vehicles,
helicopters and heavily armed
soldiers advance upon an area,
leveling the map with a ridiculous
amount of firepower. But the overall gameplay makes it worthy of being considered a Battlefield game,
just with an emphasis on fighting
up close and personal and a different theme based upon sirens and
stun guns rather than parachuting and a heavy concentration of
gunfire and explosions.

BY MARIA MARKOWICZ
STAFF WRITER

Ismail Ould Cheikh Ahmed,
head of the U.N. Mission for Ebola
Emergency Response, recently
shared his sentiments that the
Ebola outbreak will reach its end
later this year.
“We have been running away
from giving any specific date, but I
am pretty sure myself that it will be
gone by the summer,” Ahmed told
the BBC.
Although this is not the official
opinion of the United Nations, it
creates an interesting scenario
that is worth analyzing.
The current outbreak of Ebola
is largest in history, and May will
mark its one year anniversary.
Its effects were most severe in
Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone.
These countries accounted for
over 90 percent of the casualties.
According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, a
total of 24,872 cases were reported
in the three nations combined,
10,311 proved fatal. Of the three,
Sierra Leone had the most cases
while Liberia experienced the
highest number of deaths.
The number of cases has been
largely attributed to slow global response as well as the combination
of high prices and poor conditions
of the health system in the region.
Ebola spreads by a simple skinto-skin contact, which is why it
was able to spread so easily. It also
means that those taking care of the
sick are in the highest risk group.
In fact, 11 cases of health workers
getting infected were reported in
the last week alone.
Another factor to take into consideration is the amount of cases
recently reported. According to
the World Health Organization’s
report from March 18, Sierra Leone and Guinea experienced 150

new Ebola cases combined, compared to 116 total cases in the previous week’s report.
While a slight increase might
not seem promising, the numbers
reported are far from the peak
number of 748 cases reported by
Sierra Leone last November.
The same WHO report stated
that Liberia did not experience a
single case for three consecutive
weeks, raising hopes that Ahmed’s
predictions might finally come
true. However, these hopes were
destroyed with the discovery of
new Ebola cases on March 20, as
reported by The New York Times.
Although the outbreak seems
to affect a small region, stopping
it may be harder than it seems.
The main issue that the authorities
have to face is the fact that many
of the cases continue to go undetected, and plenty of infections
happen in rural areas.
“To get to zero cases, public
health workers must trace and isolate every contact of every Ebola
patient to prevent new chains of
transmission. The recent rise in
cases shows this is difficult. The
sources of infection for more than
two-thirds of the cases in Guinea
each week are unknown,” The New
York Times reported.
On a separate note, the CDC
announced that new vaccine trials
will begin in Sierra Leone no later
than mid-April.
It takes six weeks of “zero cases” for a nation to be considered
virus-free. Considering the pace at
which the authorities are responding to the issue, it is still possible
for the outbreak to be contained
by the summer. This would, however, only be a small success, the
region is still suffering from poor
conditions of the health system
and other outbreaks that could
easily be contained with sufficient
vaccination.
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Study finds relationship between age and types of intelligence
BY KSENIYA KOSMINA
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

By virtue of tradition, elders
used to garner the respect and reverence of others. Today’s culture
has been questioning exactly why
older generations deserve such
recognition for their input into the
society. Scientists prove the validity
of the old adage that older indeed
can mean wiser when considering
certain enhanced cognitional abilities of an experienced brain.
Postdoctoral fellows Joshua
Harthshore of MIT and Laura Germine of Harvard University analyzed an extensive series of cognitive tests taken by people from a
large age range over the span of
eight years. They found a division
in performance of age-related cognitive abilities, using the already
established concepts of fluid and
crystallized intelligence.
During youth, the brain’s neural processing speed, or the ability to analyze information quickly,
reaches its peak. This processing
speed is referred to as “fluid” intelligence. Memory’s speed and accuracy starts declining after age 25,
along with other fluid abilities like
the capacity to tune out distractions and recall recently learned
information.
Knowledge is a weighty part of
the equation. With experience, the
brain gets plenty of opportunities
to store more information and understand numerous concepts and
procedures. This crystallized intelligence, accumulated experience
and expertise helps elders perform
better on information recalling assignments like vocabulary tests
and crossword puzzles compared
to those who are younger.
Study participants who regularly engaged in mentally challenging
activities like mind puzzles, calculation problems and information
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Though older individuals were found to not think as fast, they had a vast array of knowledge to make better decisions with.
synthesizing exercises displayed
faster reaction time and more accurate results than their peers.
Practice improves speed and performance regardless of age, so
neurologists recommend people of
all ages to continuously engage in
mental activities to maintain adept
cognitive abilities.
In the general theories of crystallized and fluid intelligence, scientists propose that, to a degree,
an increase in crystallized intelligence can account for decreases in
fluid intelligence, as the brain concentrates on developing certain
areas responsible for long-term
information retention of accumulated data instead of those dealing
with short term, fast-paced critical
thinking capabilities.
The decrease in problemsolving speed can be understood
through an analogy: the larger the
database of books or files one has
in one’s memory, the longer the

decision-making process of choosing the correct piece of information
for any particular task will take.
This does not imply an advantage of younger minds, as a younger
‘library or database’ has not yet had
the time to accumulate the necessary data and knowledge that is
needed for optimal decision making. The study consisted of multiple
experiments, all using different resources to analyze different forms
of intelligence.
In separate experiments, researchers evaluated the scores
from the popular Wechsler Adult
Intelligence Scale and Wechsler
Adult Memory Scales and analyzed
results from short cognitive tests on
the authors’ websites, testmybrain.
org and gameswithwords.org. The
researchers considered how age
affected each section of the tests:
word and symbol memorization,
problem solving and interpretation
of emotions from strangers’ eyes.

Researchers concluded that
working memory, the capacity to
“connect the dots” of information
gathered at different intervals in
order to reach an optimal solution, peaks after their 30s, along
with the ability to recall details,
faces and perform mental numeric
calculations.
Older people can boast superior
linguistic abilities, which are tied
to the storage of information and
vocabulary span. Time trains the
frontal lobe, the area of the brain
responsible for abstract reasoning,
concept formation, as addition to
written and verbal communication
abilities.
Experience in judgment, option analysis, organizing, and contingency planning all enhance
the frontal lobe’s ability to reason
and utilize logic to make advantageous decisions.
This can explain the long-held
belief that older people make bet-

ter decisions, simply because experience trained them to consider
possibilities that can only stem
from experience.
Researchers also scrutinized the
results of the Reading the Mind in
the Eye, a test that has participants
determine the moods of strangers from screenshots of their eyes.
The results revealed that people in
their 40s or 50s scored the highest,
successfully distinguishing between moods like skeptical, tentative and uncertainty.
Successfully interpreting nonverbal signs and using superb interpersonal skills to deal with a
situation is a key advantage that
age equips an individual with.
This capacity, controlled by the occipital lobe, declines very slowly
with age.
This advantage can be better
understood in context with experience: a mature person has more
acumen to know when and how to
ask for a promotion because she
or he has learned through experience about all the interpersonal
and non-calculable signs and
aspects that go into successful
communication.
Nicholas
Galang,
Baruch
College a junior majoring in
marketing, is yet to be convinced that older generations
have an edge over the youth’s cognitive abilities. “The first thing
that comes to my mind about the
elderly’s mental condition is forgetfulness. I think age slows cognitive function and delays reaction
time and memory. Compared to
youth, the elderly definitely have
a disadvantage.”
He continued, “I have no idea
how to deal with worsening memory or decreased reaction time,
but I think activities like climbing,
archery, chess, and anything that
requires attention critical thinking
will help.”

Long-term marijuana usage leads to decreased episodic memory
BY HASIN ISHRAQUE
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

Though stoner comedies may
not be the most accurate representations of marijuana use and
memory loss, a research team
from Northwestern University
has found that extended marijuana may negatively impact longterm memory usage. The paper
was published in the academic
journal
Hippocampus
earlier
this month.
Specifically, extended cannabis
use has been linked to losses in
episodic memory. Episodic memory refers to specific events and
the context related to these events.
Information like dates, times and
people present are all elements of
episodic memory.
As discussed in the study, Delta9-tetrahydrocannabinol, or THC, is
believed to be the primary cause of
poor memory performance. These
elements reportedly affect the
processes required for long-term
potentiation, the ability of synapses to optimize repeated patterns
of action.
This study is, in part, a response
to previous studies that have linked
“adolescent marijuana use and
cognitive deficits.”
The study took four groups of
test subjects into consideration,
divided between those with schizophrenia and those without the condition. These groups were further
divided into those who have been
diagnosed with long-term cannabis use disorder and those with no
history of cannabis use. A group
of 40 subjects, all of whom had reportedly never used cannabis, were
used as a control group.
Memory was tested via Vocabulary subtest and Memory II subtest
from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale.
As stated in a press release,

“Subjects took a narrative memory
test in which they listened to a series of stories for about one minute,
then were asked to recall as much
content as possible 20 to 30 minutes later. The test assessed their
ability to encode, store, and recall
details from the stories.”
The differences between hippocampi, the areas of the brain
responsible for episodic memory
storage, was a primary focus of
the study. Magnetic imaging scans
and special software were used to
capture and analyze hippocampal
structure.
The researchers state that the
data seemed unaffected by gender,
age or socioeconomic status.
Data from the study found that
cannabis users who began in their
teenage years had 18 percent less
long-term information recall than
those who never used the drug.
On a related note, those who were
found to be long-term users of cannabis and diagnosed with schizophrenia were found to perform 26
percent worse than schizophrenics
who did not use cannabis.
As for the MRI tests, the researchers found a trend between
high levels of marijuana consumption and unusual hippocampus
shapes. The study established
significant structural differences
between the groups afflicted with
cannabis-use disorder and those
that were not.
On top of this, subjects with
long-term marijuana usage were
found to have hippocampal areas
similar to those who suffer from
schizophrenia. There is an array of literature that establishes
links between cannabis consumption and increased schizophrenic
symptoms. The exact cause of the
schizophrenic symptoms are under
debate, with some studies blaming
cannabis and others suggesting
that predispositions to cannabis
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The research study linked prolonged marijuana abuse to shifts in size and shape of the hippocampus region of the brain.
usage actually exist for those with
schizophrenic symptoms.
According to the National Institute of Mental Health, schizophrenia is characterized by delusions,
hallucinations as well as thought
and movement disorders. Schizophrenia is chronic, meaning that
it is persistent over the lives of
those it afflicts. Antipsychotic drug
therapy regimens, followed by psychosocial treatments, are available
as forms of mitigate the effects of
the disorder.
The study also took hippocampus weight into account. Although
the study mentions that previous
studies have found a link between

increased marijuana use and reduced hippocampal mass, the researchers were not able to establish
a clear link in this study.
The researchers took the time
to note limitations of the study.
Concerns about the relatively small
sample size were discussed, as
larger sample sizes provide more
validity to the trends found in
the study.
In addition, the study mentioned the possibility of genetics
playing a role in altering the results of the data. They considered
alterations through characteristically poor memory due to genetic
heritage or increased vulnerabil-

ity to the affects of cannabis for
the same reason.
However, the researchers do
mention that the results of the
study are not conclusive in themselves. In fact, previous studies
have found results that contradict
the current findings.
Thus, more studies may need to
be carried out in order to verify the
true long-term effects of marijuana
usage. However, with increasing
legalization trend of recreational
marijuana use across the United
States, it may be better to fund
these studies sooner to evaluate
any health risk associated with
cannabis.
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Carbon emissions continue to drop
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According to the IEA, carbon emission increases have reached a standstill.
BY SARINA CODELLIA
STAFF WRITER

Economic development and
carbon emissions are generally
correlated, but the link appears
to be diminishing. According to
the International Energy Agency,
carbon dioxide emission increases
have come to a halt without any
kind of economic downturn.
There has not been a halt or a
decrease in emissions unless there
was an economic downturn. In
2014, 32.3 billion tons of carbon
were emitted, the same amount as
2013, all while the global economy
increasing by 3 percent.
The news provides hope for
people faced with the dilemma
of choosing between a stronger
economy and a cleaner environment. The IEA predicts that progress has to do with China and Organization for Economic Corporation and Development’s increased
use of renewable energy. With
these countries switching to cleaner energy, the process of carbon
emission did not increase despite
an improving economy.
The United States is a major

ambassador for diminishing the
threat of climate change. In reference to the nation’s efforts, a press
release on the White House’s official website stated, “Wind power
has tripled, and energy from the
sun has increased tenfold.”
The Environmental Protection Agency proposed the Clean
Power Plan, which imposes pollution standards for existing power
plants, in June 2014. The goal is
to reach a 30 percent reduction of
carbon pollution by 2030.
Power plants are a cause of
one third of domestic greenhouse
gas emissions. By creating carbon
emission standards and regulations, there can hopefully be an
improvement by 2030.
There are regulations in place
on mercury, arsenic, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and soot
emissions. In December 2013,
President Barack Obama signed
a presidential memorandum that
instructs the federal government
to have at least 20 percent of its
electricity from renewable resources by 2020.
The United States is not the
only country with plans to help re-

duce carbon emissions. Politicians
from the European Union have
also pledged a 40 percent carbon
emission reduction by 2030.
In 2014, Chinese President Xi
Jinping and Obama met to discuss
the efforts that both nations are going to put in to reduce carbon emissions. China is the world’s largest
polluter for greenhouse gasses
and promised that the country will
reach its carbon emission peak by
2030, if not earlier. Achieving this
goal will not be easy, but China
also hopes to include at least 20
percent of its energy sources from
non-fossil fuels by 2030. While all
of this may seem like a daunting
task, it may be possible if renewable energy sources are utilized.
It is vital that carbon emissions are reduced, as it is one
of the main causes of climate
change. According to an article
by National Geographic, carbon
emissions significantly contribute to the overall warming of the
Earth’s temperature.
Closer to home, climate change
has been the culprit of recent natural disasters like Superstorm Sandy. According to Nicholas K. Coch
and Stephen Pekar, professors of
earth and environmental sciences
at Queens College, New York, hurricanes are natural part of the late
summer season, but the severity
of Hurricane Sandy was the result
of increased sea surface temperatures. The change in the jet stream
winds, which is believed to be the
result of the warming Arctic, also
contributed to the hurricane’s
brutality.
Thus, the decrease in carbon
emissions is a major milestone
for countries that have pledged to
reduce their carbon footprint. If
this progress continues, the number of natural disasters caused by
carbon emissions could be
drastically reduced.

New virus affects games
BY ANSON CHAN
STAFF WRITER

Internet users are already familiar with the typical computer
virus that tries to steal personal
information or locks up computer
by running malicious software in
the background; it simply comes
with the territory. Yet recently, a
new kind of virus has been found
to target one group of people in
particular: gamers.
Similar to viruses preceding
it, TeslaCrypt infects a computer
and seeks out files associated with
games and game services, such as
Steam. Up to 185 different file extensions are suitable targets for the
virus, especially if the file relates to
gamer profiles, maps, mods and
saved data. According to computerworld.com, TeslaCrypt also affects security, databases, finance,
and archives.
As researcher Vadim Kotov of
the security firm Bromiom explained to BBC News, the ransonware originated from an infected
Wordpress blog and uses a loophole in Flash to infect visitors
who are redirected to an everchanging website.
Once a computer is infected,
it locks the user out, changes the
desktop wallpaper to a ransom
note and holds the files hostage
until the victim pays up to $1,000
in PayPal My Cash Cards or 1.5
bitcoins, the equivalent of around
$400 to $500, as reported by
computerworld.com.
Furthermore, it is not just
gaming files that are at risk, even
though they are by far the biggest
target. Other files related to images, audio and video files, CAD designs and even iTunes are among
potential targets.
As Kotov explained to computerworld.com, “Many young
adults may not have any crucial

documents or source code on their
machine (even photographs are
usually stored at Tumblr or Facebook), but surely most of them
have a Steam account with a few
games and an iTunes account full
of music.”
It is possible that this is the result of contemporary computer
trends, as computer users are
slowly veering away from storing
files on a local device, instead opting to use cloud-based services
such as Dropbox or Google Drive.
While games are the main target, none of the games that are
routinely attacked are particularly
new, although they are undoubtedly popular. For example, Fallout 3, Skyrim and Minecraft sold
well when they were released and
continue to have a relatively active
user base, thanks to communitybased mod support. Games like
Saints Row 2, Bioshock 2, and
Star Wars: The Knights of the Old
Republic are somewhat dated by
today’s standards. Other games
like World of Warcraft, League of
Legends and World of Tanks are
extremely popular in their respective genres, but once again, are
hardly new games or for that matter, games that cater to the more
casual player. Even games like
F.E.A.R, S.T.A.L.K.E.R., and Day
Z, which were fairly well-received
yet not as active as other, more
modern games, were targeted.
Unfortunately, once a computer is infected, there is little
that can be done. The typical solution of uninstalling and reinstalling the game does not work.
This trusted old solution does not
work because the encryption system used by Teslacrypt has yet to
be cracked, as reported by BBC.
Instead, precautionary actions include backing up your files on an
external hard drive that is not connected to the Internet server.
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Sports
Men’s volleyball dominates CUNYAC teams in month of March
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The Bearcats have been unstoppable both on the road and at home this season.
BY PAUL JOH
STAFF WRITER

Baruch College’s men’s volleyball team is currently undefeated
in the month of March, 6-0, and has
swept all of its opponents throughout the six games. After grabbing
both matches in their doublehead-

er on the CUNYAC Multi-Match
Day against CCNY and Lehman
College, the Bearcats have been
on a hot streak as they continue
to build momentum for their final
stretch of the season.
After playing four games on the
road, the Bearcats returned home
to host the Medgar Evers Cougars in

the Athletic and Recreation Center
Arena. Baruch dominated throughout the entire game, and the Cougars never had a chance to bounce
back from their early deficit. The
Bearcats extended their winning
streak in a series of convincing
victories against conference rivals,
Brooklyn College, CCNY and John
Jay College of Criminal Justice.
Junior setter Scott Standring has
been phenomenal for the Bearcats
and currently leads the CUNYAC
conference in assists this season
with 479 assists. Standring has averaged 19.6 assists throughout the
current streak and continues to
play at a high-caliber level. In his
game against the Cougars, Standring had 17 assists and also added
a kill. The Bearcats dominated every category on the stat sheet. The
Cougars combined for only four
kills during the entire game compared to the Bearcats, who had 11
in the first set alone; the Bearcats
finished with 31 total kills. Yanni
Malo led the attack with 11 kills
and four blocks. Nick Smith and
Braden Carter also added eight and
five kills respectively. The Bearcats
played their defense just as well as
their offense as they kept the Cougars to a .290 hitting percentage
while hitting an impressive .587
themselves. The Bearcats won the
sets 25-6, 25-6, 25-5.
In their following match against
the Brooklyn College Bulldogs, the
Bearcats were able to seal another
quick victory in three sets 25-6,
25-5, 25-6. After having a breakout
game against Medgar Evers College
on Feb. 16 with 10 kills, freshman
outside hitter, Jacob Mareschal Ru-

Bulldogs disappoint Bearcats in opener
BY BRIAN MCMAHON
STAFF WRITER

After an unreasonably late
snowstorm delayed the start of
the season by 11 days, Baruch College’s softball team was finally able
to play its first games of 2015 on
March 23.
In all, the Bearcats had five
doubleheaders postponed due to
the weather, before beginning their
season with two games on the road
against Brooklyn College. Unfortunately, the long-awaited seasonopener did not go as planned, as
the team was pummeled in both
games, losing 0-19 in the first game
and 4-18 in the second.
In the first game of the doubleheader, Brooklyn jumped out to a
6-0 lead in the first inning and never looked back. The Bearcats had
to wait until the fifth inning before
notching their first and only hit, a
double by Kristen Podlovits.
After falling behind 5-0 early
in the second game, the Bearcats
were able to rally in the second inning, cutting the lead from five to
four. After a pair of singles by Victoria Dolan and Kimberly Rodriguez, freshman outfielder Carissa
Yannotti hit a double to left field
that drove in both runners. Fellow
freshman Yircary Caraballo then
hit a single to advance Yannotti to
third; Yannotti scored on the following play after a throwing error.
The final Baruch run was a result of an RBI groundout by Christina Chin, which Caraballo was
able to score on. That would be
as close as Baruch would get with
Brooklyn gradually building their
lead over the next four innings.
Although the start of the season was far from ideal, Jacqueline
Gioia, senior and team captain,
likes the makeup of the group. “We
have the skill to be a very good
team,” said Gioia. “Some of the
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Sophomore outﬁelder Kristen Podlovits recorded the only hit for the Bearcats in
their season opener against the Bulldogs.
girls just have to learn the smarts
of the game.”
Gioia credited the new players,
several of whom are playing at this
level of competition for the first
time, for their willingness to accept instruction and develop their
skills. Coming into the season, the
team was actively recruiting players around campus to help field a
team, so there will be a learning
curve in the early parts of the season for the newcomers.
The job of training the Bearcats
goes to Melanie Pellegrino, class of
2012, who took over head-coaching duties this season after serving as an assistant coach in 2014.
As a player, Pellegrino helped lead
Baruch to two CUNYAC Championships while being a three-time
CUNYAC All-Star selection.
Gioia feels Pellegrino has done
a great job with the team so far this
season, mentioning patience as
one of her key attributes. Pellegrino is aided by first-year assistant

coaches Nicole Flint and Carmen
Pagan-Colon. Both were members of the team in 2012, the last
year Baruch won the conference
championship. Flint, a four-time
All-Star player, has been working
vigorously on developing the inexperienced pitchers, as some of
them are playing the position for
the first time.
The Bearcats were scheduled to
have a chance to immediately redeem themselves after their lackluster opening-day performance,
but their doubleheader against
Mount Saint Vincent, which was
supposed to take place on March
24, was postponed. The Bearcats
used their time productively, however, by practicing in Baruch’s Athletic and Recreation Center.
The Bearcats will really see
what they are made of on Monday,
March 30, when they take on their
rivals Hunter College, the team
that knocked them out of the playoffs last season.

din showcased more of his young
talent by leading the Bearcats with
seven kills, five aces and three
blocks against the Bulldogs. Rudin,
who has been playing volleyball
since he was 14, has shown a lot
of potential in his first year on the
team. The Bearcats started with a
9-0 run in the first set and did not
look back. Just like in their game
against the Cougars, the Bearcats
edged the Bulldogs in kills 31-4;
Chris Kaimis and Smith each added six kills. The Bearcats had their
best hitting percentage in the second set with .786 and 12 kills.
On senior night, the Bearcats
faced the CCNY Beavers for the
second time this month. Despite
a more competitive game compared to their previous two, the
Bearcats were able to cruise to another three-set victory in their second consecutive road game 25-18,
25-6, 25-20. After having 20 assists
against the Bulldogs in the previous
game, Standring added another 21
against the Beavers for his twelfth
20+ assist game of the season.
Oleksandr Boychuk led the
Beavers with 18 assists. Anthony
Reyes, the current CUNYAC leader
in kills this season, had six kills and
five digs for the opposing team in
the game. Smith, who is the current fifth overall leader in kills in
the conference, had 14 kills and
four digs.
The Bearcats’ defense had 7.5
total team blocks and kept Reyes
and the rest of the Beavers to an average of a .101 hitting percentage.
Malo was all over stat chart with
eight kills on offense and seven
blocks on defense. The Bearcats

finished with a total of 38 kills and
a .435 hitting percentage.
On March 24, the Bearcats
played against the Bloodhounds of
John Jay College for the first time
this season. With their win against
the Bloodhounds, the Bearcats
marked their sixth consecutive win
and improved their overall record
to 16-5. Brady Ambro who had been
quiet in the past few games, led the
Bearcats with eight kills and one
ace. Ambro hit .636 from the field
and had a hitting percentage greater than .500 for the first time since
his game against Lehman College
on Feb. 26. Malo and Kaimis added
seven kills each and combined for
three blocks. The Bearcats edged
the Bloodhounds 16-6 in kills in
the first set and had 38 kills overall
for their second consecutive game.
Standring continued to provide opportunities for his teammates on
the offensive end with 18 assists.
With only a few games remaining in the season, the Bearcats look
poised for another championship
run after the outstanding marathon
against CUNYAC rivals.
They have been able to shut
down their opponents with their
high-powered offense and versatile
defense. Despite their recent success, the Bearcats are still second
in the conference standings and
trail their rivals, Hunter College,
by one game. The Hawks handed
the Bearcats their only loss among
CUNYAC teams earlier in the season. However, on March 31, the
two teams will have a rematch, and
the Bearcats will have a chance to
tie for the lead if they come out with
the victory.
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Gittens selected first Bearcat to play Division III All-Star game
CONTINUED FROM THE FRONT PAGE
Despite his spectacular regular
season averages, Gittens will be remembered most for his incredible
run in the postseason.
It began with the Bearcats’ 6662 win over the Staten Island Dolphins on Feb. 13. Gittens dropped
20 points and six rebounds as Baruch secured the CUNYAC regular
season title. He followed that up
by piling up 19 points, including
the game-winning shot, and nine
rebounds to lift the Bearcats over
the York Cardinals in the CUNYAC
Semifinals.
Gittens topped off his tournament run with a statement performance in the CUNYAC Finals
against the Brooklyn Bulldogs. He
finished the night with 19 points,
five rebounds and three blocks
as two of his 19 points saved the
Bearcats’ season and sent the game
into overtime.
Head coach John Alesi knew it
was only a matter of time before
a Bearcat was nationally recognized. “No one has worked harder
than him over the last few years
and he is the perfect example of
development that we want from
our student-athletes both on and
off the court,” Alesi said. “This
is a great ending to an already
storied career.”
Because of Baruch’s first-round
loss to the University of Scranton
in the NCAA Tournament, Gittens
was only given a taste of tournament-level competition before his
entry into the 2015
Reese’s Division III College National All-Star Game. Gittens never
inflated his ego, though, and because of that, he was able to respect
the talents and achievements of his
peers in the game.
He said, “Since we’re chosen
on the All-Star team, a lot of those
guys are All-Americans, they’ve ac-

complished great things, or they
have impressive individual accolades or numbers. Either way,
there had to be something great
about them.”
One player in particular left an
impression on him. Victor Ljuljdjuraj, a 6-foot-8-inch center from
Albertus Magnus, undoubtedly
left his mark at the All-Star Game
as he received MVP honors for
the game after finishing with 37
points. With a performance like
that, it is safe to say that Gittens
was not the only one impressed in
the building.
The mood game might have had
something to do with Ljuljdjuraj’s
ridiculous night. All-Star games at
every level are notoriously lax and
according to Gittens, this game was
exactly that. “It was kind of lighthearted, but guys were still trying
to show off,” he said.
Because of his selection, Gittens
was also able to watch the Division
III semifinals and finals and get a
reading on how the country’s top
teams operate.
He said, “I got to see the intensity level of those guys, the Final Four
caliber teams—very strong teams,
very strong individual athletes. Skill
level is high, intensity level is high.”
According to Gittens, the crowd
turnout was pretty great too; they
only appeared sparse because of
the stadium’s enormity.
Though Gittens is certainly
pleased with his All-Star selections, he believes any of the current
Bearcats are capable of achieving
just the same, depending on their
work ethic, of course.
“I think that anyone on our
team, depending on how hard
they work, could accomplish
that,” he said. After watching the
Bearcats stupendous run this
past season, every member of
the team looks ready to follow in
his footsteps.
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After leading his team to a thrilling double OT victory against the Brooklyn College Bulldogs in the CUNYAC championships,
Granville Gittens represented Baruch in the Reese’s Division III All-Star game.

Borland’s retirement at 24 raises concussion concerns in the NFL
EDITOR’SCUT

STEPHEN ELLIOTT
COPY EDITOR
Chris Borland’s decision to preemptively retire from the NFL at the
age of 24 was a courageous move
that has made indelible waves in
the football community and on the
sports community as a whole. In
the past few years, concussions and
head trauma have placed the NFL
in the line of fire for its willful neglect of the consequences. People
are starting to pay attention to the
dangers of sustained head trauma
in all facets, especially in professional football.
No longer can coaches, players or parents ignore the signs of
concussions, and long gone are
the days of the suck-it-up mentality. In addition, the suicide deaths
of former players, namely Junior
Seau and Ray Easterling, as a result of chronic traumatic encephalopathy can no longer be passed off
as aberrations.
But a bold move like Borland’s
can lead to unexpected negative
consequences, the likes of which
may be counterintuitive to Borland’s goals. First and foremost, the
immediate reaction of many is to
judge Borland’s character as both a
player and a man.
Some called into question his
commitment to the sport, his willingness to play, and even his worth
as a man for retiring early. And
though he shrugged off much of
this criticism, citing that the risks

of brain damage outweighed the
reward of playing, Borland does
not have the luxury of shaping the
conversation about his actions.
Naysayers argue that Borland’s
actions signal the end of football as
we know it, as parents will use him
as a justification for not letting their
children play. On the other end,
some insist this is the beginning of
football’s evolution.
But frankly, Borland’s decision,
though ambitious, is not enough.
Just as Seau’s suicide was not
enough. The NFL’s immediate response to Borland’s retirement was

to pat itself on its back for reducing concussions and implementing changes in the rules to better
protect players.
Instead of acknowledging his
points and validating his rational
choice to value his personal health
and livelihood above his paycheck,
the NFL skirted the issue and opted
to celebrate its minimal success.
The fact remains that the protocol
in place inadequately addresses
concussions, both on- and offfield. Sideline tests are notoriously
inaccurate and are easily beaten
by a concussed player. These tests

address immediate memory recollection and consciousness, and
nothing else. But as we have come
to learn, most concussions neither
involve a loss of consciousness nor
instantaneous memory loss.
Assuming a player passes the
sideline concussion test, he can
return to the game at once. If the
player sneaks by despite being concussed, like many do, they leave
themselves exposed to further
damage.
Like a levee, once a person is
concussed, every successive hit has
exponentially more potential to do
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San Francisco 49ers linebacker, Chris Borland, has recently announced his retirement after playing just one season in the NFL.

worse damage until the concussion
is healed.
Therefore, simple logic tells
us that sustained hits over a long
career can levy insurmountable
structural damage to the brain.
The obvious answer is to institute better on-field protocols to
address concussions. Whether that
means updating the sideline review
process, taking players suspected of
receiving concussions immediately
to the locker room or even offering an injury timeout to give more
time to the evaluation process, any
change is good change.
Beyond that, players need to be
better educated on the risks and
effects of undiagnosed, untreated
concussions. So much of the diagnosis depends on the player’s
willingness to be honest with himself and with his doctor, as signs
of concussions are not necessarily
noticeable.
Most assume that a concussion involves tangible, noticeable
swelling of the brain but this is not
always the case. Though it is indeed the player’s choice to pursue
football professionally, some of the
onus falls upon the league to take
care of the players.
Yes, the NFL is a business, and
yes it have a product to preserve,
but allowing its players, its employees to suffer and crumble under the
pressure of a career endless pain
and suffering. Letting them succumb to the effects of traumatic
injuries will not only create more
Borlands, it will keep kids and parents from wanting to take the risks
of playing football.
Propping up a sport on ad revenue and marketing is not enough to
convince kids to take part in a sport
that can drive them to suicide. It is
time for the NFL to take Borland’s
points into consideration and to invest in their players as people, not
as inputs for their bottom line.
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Tensions rise in the Eastern Conference for final playoff spot

OMER SEMAN
March Madness is not limited
to college basketball. The NBA
playoff race is intensifying with
only two weeks before the start
of the postseason. The imbalance
in conference strength (the 10thranked team in the Western Conference would be sixth in the East)
has led to an outcry for conference
realignment. ESPN has reported
that NBA commissioner Adam
Silver said he is open to revamping the current playoff structure
by eliminating conference seeding
and instead going with the league’s
16 best teams. With that proposal
still in its infancy, the more accomplished Oklahoma City Thunder and New Orleans Pelicans are
given the same shot at the playoffs
as the Boston Celtics and Charlotte Hornets, both with records
below .500.
The Celtics seemed to be tanking towards the lottery with trades
sending respective points and assists leaders Jeff Green and Rajon
Rondo away for draft picks. For better or worse, coach Brad Stevens is
preaching a never-say-die attitude
and has his young team set for their
first playoff appearance since 2013.
Lacking any All-Star level talent at
his disposal, Stevens must shuffle
his lineup based on matchup advantages. Fewer minutes lead to
diminished stats but allow each

player to contribute and feel like
a necessary cog in the team. Tyler
Zeller, Kelly Olynyk and Brandon
Bass would be relegated to bench
roles on nearly every other playoff contender, but coach Stevens
prides himself on synergistic teamwork and getting the most from the
least talented.
Testing the fortitude of the Celts
are the Hornets. Coming off a firstround sweep by the Miami Heat
last season, they have rebranded
and sought to keep their momentum moving forward. After adding
the mercurial Lance Stephenson
in hopes of improving the offense,
Stevens has seen a precipitous
drop in minutes since returning
from injury in mid-January. This
coincides with the resurgence of
veteran guard Mo Williams. He
has averaged 18 points and seven
assists in 34 minutes-per-game in
March thus far while Stephenson
mustered up eight points and two
assists in 20 minutes-per-game.
The Hornets are third-worst in the

NBA, averaging 94.7 points per
game, and last in effective field goal
percentage. This indicates both a
lack of talented outside shooters
and disjointed team dynamics with
stalled ball-movement clogging offensive flow. With all that in mind,
thanks to their geographic location,
the Hornets can maintain their
playoff aspirations.
Another team holding on to
playoff hopes is the Indiana Pacers. Losing All-Star forward Paul
George to a gruesome broken leg in
summer competition suggested the
end of the Pacers’ season before it
started. Their tenacious coach
Frank Vogel, much like his counterpart in Boston, has kept his team
afloat thanks to a relentless defensive mentality. The Pacers rank in
the top 10 in rebound percentage
and defensive efficiency even as
George, member of the 2014 NBA
All-Defensive First Team, still recovers. Rumors of George’s imminent return were spurred on by
team president Larry Bird’s com-

ments regarding George’s status:
“I think he’s cleared by the doctors
to play, but obviously he’s not in
shape. Just because he’s cleared to
play doesn’t mean he’s in shape to
play.” Vogel shut down talks of his
star player, telling reporters he, in
fact, has not been cleared to play.
Whether or not George joins his
teammates on the court hinges on
their record. Once mathematically
eliminated from playoff contention, management will shut him
down and bide his energy for October. Mired in extended losing
streaks with only two weeks left,
the Pacers need their lackluster
squad to score piecemeal victories.
Opportunity remains in a year once
guaranteed to be a bust.
The Miami Heat have fallen on
hard times since last June. They
were crushed in the NBA Finals,
lost the best player on the planet to
his hometown and will be without
perennial All-Star Chris Bosh for
the remainder of the season. Still,
they find themselves scraping at
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The Pacers and Hornets currently trail the Celtics for the eighth seed in the Eastern Conference by .5 games.

the door of the playoffs. Dwayne
Wade’s rest regimen has kept him
fresh as he is averaging over 21
points and five assists per game at
age 33. Goran Dragic, acquired at
the trade deadline, was an instant
upgrade at the point guard position
and is paying dividends for head
coach Erik Spoelstra. His renowned
efficiency and play-making ability
has revitalized the Heat, but no one
has shocked the NBA like their big
man Hassan Whiteside.
After stints in China and the DLeague, Whiteside began playing
significant minutes for the Heat
in January, balled hard and never
looked back. Stuffing stat sheets as
often as he runs toward the rim, his
emergence as one the NBA’s finest block artists was capped by a
triple-double netting 14 points, 13
rebounds and 12 blocks in just 25
minutes. The Heat are not expected to go on a deep postseason run
but their future looks to be on the
bright side.
The Western Conference presents exciting contests on a nightly
basis. If Silver’s proposal were
implemented, the top 16 teams
in the NBA would make the playoffs, regardless of physical location. This year, 10 of those teams
would be from the Western Conference. Thanks to an antiquated
structure, some of the league’s best
players will be watching on their
couches, rather than joining the
competition.
Until sweeping changes are
ushered in, fans will have to settle
for tedious first round games in
the Eastern Conference, which will
hopefully be balanced by insanity in the West. Even with inert offenses and brittle defenses, these
maddeningly awful Eastern teams
are primed for fierce matchups
heading into April. Most of these
games will not be well-played, but
they will be competitive.

Mayweather and Pacquiao set the stage for the fight of the century

AARON FERRER
The fight everybody has waited
years for has finally come, and on
May 2, two of boxing’s biggest stars
will finally share the same ring.
Floyd Mayweather and Manny
“Pacman” Pacquiao are lacing
the gloves up to finally settle who
really is pound-for-pound king
of the ring.
In the ring, there will be no accusations by Mayweather of Pacquiao cheating the sport by allegedly using performance enhancing drugs, no arguments over who
stalled the contract negotiations
and no arguments over the purse
split, as they have agreed to a 6040 split in favor of Mayweather, according to Yahoo.
There was always the debate
about how interested people would
be in seeing this fight if it did not
happen back in 2009. That question can be put to rest as this fight
is expected to break every record
possible. HBO and Showtime have
agreed to join forces and co-host
this event, which is likely to generate the most revenue all time,
projected to be over $400 million
by ESPN.
The MGM Grand has sold a little
over 15,000 tickets, earning about
$74 million, which is almost triple
the then-record-breaking $20 million generated when Mayweather
squared off against Canelo Alvarez
in 2013. It is relatively easy to break
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Floyd Mayweather (left) and Manny Pacquiao have ﬁnally reached an agreement for their long-awaited battle on May 2.
ticket sale numbers when the price
ranges from $1,500 for a nosebleed
seat to $7,500 to sit ringside and rub
elbows with a few celebrities.
The largest pay-per-view buys
of all time came when Mayweather
faced Mexican legend Oscar De La
Hoya. However, despite pay-perview buys being down recently, it is
expected that this fight will top out
at over 3 million buys.
Though they are not exactly
reputable, sites like Daily Mail
have viewers potentially dishing out $100 or more to watch the
fight from the comfort of their own
homes. And although the PPV prices have not been officially set, the
price probably will not be low.
The fighters themselves are also
making a pretty penny. Mayweath-

er is expected to make around $180
million, which is over three times
as much as his largest payday of
$41.5 million against Alvarez. Pacquiao is also going to make his largest payday, with his check likely to
be in the $100 to $120 million range
when all is said and done.
Rumor has it that Mayweather’s
sparring partner and Brooklyn’s
own and former five-time champion Zab “Super” Judah knocked
the undefeated fighter out during a
sparring session. Mayweather has
never been on the canvas professionally, as an amateur or during
sparring, so this would be shocking, to say the least.
However, it is unlikely that this
has happened since no reputable
news source has reported on it.

There is also no footage or confirmation from anyone, so it is likely
just these websites are trying to gain
traffic by using the buzz around the
event to boost their websites hits.
Judah himself dispelled the rumor
on his Twitter.
When asked about the supposed incident, he simply tweeted,
“That’s not true it never happened,
stop it.” Later, he tweeted, “S/O to
my brother TBE, Floyd Mayweather, He’s on point.” Mayweather has
never lost a fight, and his most recent fight against Marcos Maidana
last September left no doubt in
anybody’s mind this time after the
first fight’s controversy.
Mayweather connected on over
50 percent of his shots on Maidana
in their second fight as his oppo-

nent could barely get a glove on
him, connecting on only 25 percent. The objective of boxing is to
give punishment, not take it, and
nobody has been better at that then
Mayweather.
Pacquiao is known as a fighter
with power, who can land punches
in unorthodox angles with precision and strength. He was not
a good two-handed fighter until Freddy Roach came in and
taught him how to better utilize
his strength in both hands, not
just one.
Unfortunately for Pacquiao, he
has lost twice since 2009, once to
a controversial decision against
Timothy Bradley, who he would
later beat, and a knockout loss
against Juan Manuel Marquez, a
man Mayweather dominated and
whom Pacquiao had beaten three
times before.
It is easy to assume Pacquiao
was getting beat up, but it was the
complete opposite. Pacquiao was
gaining momentum in the fight and
it looked like it was going to be an
early night for Marquez, but unfortunately for Pacquiao, he ran into
one and was out cold.
Mayweather versus Pacquiao
is the biggest fight this sport has
ever seen. Mayweather may touch
the canvas for the first time in his
illustrious career and be forced to
fight from behind, or he might just
dominate his opponent and make
him look average, like he has done
the previous 47 times.
Pacquiao has more to gain but
less to lose. If Mayweather beats
him, it may not be as big a deal as
opposed to if Pacman beats Mayweather. If Pacman is able to make
Mayweather stare up at the lights
or taste his first defeat regardless
of how, Mayweather’s legacy will
be erased by some whereas Pacquiao’s would be cemented, fair
or unfair.
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Red Bulls hold off DC United to grab first win of 2015 season
BY PATRICK MURPHY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The New York Red Bulls opened
their 20th season at home with a
win against their Atlantic Cup rivals D.C. United. Going into the
season, there was a lot of talk about
whether 2014 Golden Boot Winner Bradley Wright-Phillips could
continue his scoring streak without
the service of recently retired star
Thierry Henry.
However, the English striker
opened the scoring with a touch
and finish reminiscent of Dutch
legend Dennis Bergkamp. Lloyd
Sam, who is entering his third full
season as a Red Bull, ripped in a
finisher that reassured fans that
there is still hope.
D.C. United was without its star
players Eddie Johnson and Fabian
Espindola, but that does not take
away from the impressive midfield
display from captain Dax McCarty
and recent Red Bulls’ acquisition,
USMNT player Sacha Kljestan. Red
Bulls Sporting Director Ali Curtis
and new coach Jesse Marsch are
looking to gain the trust of the Red
Bulls fanbase through solid results
and improve on the playoff run
from last season.
There was a lot of skepticism
about where the team was headed
after a questionable offseason.
The Red Bull’s most successful
coach Mike Petke was controversially fired soon after Curtis was
introduced as sporting director.
Petke, a former player of the
Red Bulls, won the team’s first ever
major trophy in 2013 when they
clinched the regular season title,
the Supporters’ Shield. Last season,
Petke led the team to its first appearance in the conference finals
since 2008.
Instead of rewarding him, the
Red Bulls management replaced
Petke with Marsch, who most re-

cently coached Montreal Impact in
their 2012 expansion season. Curtis and Marsch did little to replace
recently departed players Thierry
Henry and Tim Cahill with stars of
similar quality.
The fans have gone as far to hold
up large tifos and buying highway
billboard advertising to protest the
club’s direction and to pressure
Red Bulls into selling the club. At
a town hall meeting in the winter,
Curtis promised that star players
would join the club in the summer
transfer window.
New York Red Bulls, founded
in 1995 as the NY/NJ Metrostars,
finds itself in a predicament where
it must compete with its new neighbors across the Hudson. New York
City Football Club, got off a more
widely publicized start to the season a week earlier, a sold-out crowd
at Yankee Stadium. With signing
David Villa, City won its opening
match 2-0 against the New England
Revolution and received media
coverage the Red Bulls can only
dream of.
The craze over NYCFC is troubling to the Red Bulls and they
now find themselves trying not to
become second fiddle. The Red
Bulls currently play in Red Bull
Arena, located in Harrison, New
Jersey, which makes trying to get
New Yorkers to fill seats a major
challenge. It has been suggested
that perhaps the Red Bulls should
associate themselves more with
New Jersey, given their stronger
tie to fans in Bergen and Hudson
County, New Jersey.
The Red Bulls are known for
disappointing their supporters.
The phrase “That’s so Metro” has
been used by hardcore fans for
over two decades. Despite hosting many star players and coaches,
the club has yet to win the coveted
MLS Cup. The team has often been
compared to the New York Cos-
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Bradley Wright-Phillips scored his ﬁrst goal of the season for the Red Bulls en route to their ﬁrst win of 2015.
mos of 1970s and found itself constantly living in its shadow to find
similar success.
MLS Commissioner Don Garber feels that the addition of the
NYCFC franchise allows for MLS to
grow in the untapped market while
growing a rivalry that can boost the
profile of both teams throughout
the metro area.
The selling point for each team
has been that NYCFC plays closer
to home while the Red Bulls actually play in a standalone professional

soccer stadium.
Many NYCFC fans are disenfranchised Red Bulls fans, or New
Yorkers who never felt the connection to a team that plays in New
Jersey. Dedicated fans of the Metrostars/Red Bulls are beginning
to feel an even closer bond to their
long time team, arguing that the organization represented the entire
New York Metro area for 20 years,
and feel that NYCFC fans are “plastics” and “bandwagoners.” Members of Red Bull’s three official sup-

porters groups say, “DC United is
our real rival, and have been for 20
years. You can’t have a rivalry with
a team [NYCFC] that hasn’t played
you yet.” The Red Bulls will host
NYCFC in the first ever NY MLS
Derby at the Red Bull Arena on May
10. It still seems, though, that it will
come down to marketing and team
performance to win the hearts of
New York soccer fans.
The question remains will the
stadiums be filled with red and
white or blue fans?
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Baruch Weekly
THEME: MODERN WRITERS

MARCHAPRIL 2015
MON

30
TUES

31
WED

1
THURS

2
FRI

3
SAT

4
SUN

5

ACROSS
1. Trig function
6. ___ de Triomphe
9. Not much
13. African sorcery
14. Pigeon sound
15. Air freshener product
16. Santa Maria’s companion
17. *”On ___ Majesty’s
Secret Service”
18. Jimmie Johnson, e.g.
19. Short and blunt
21. *Lawyer turned legal
thriller author
23. Campaigner, for short
24. By ____ of,
interchangeable with means
25. Freight weight
28. Like some models
30. *Social science ﬁction
author of “Oryx and Crake”
35. A variety of anisette
37. Fabled ﬂiers
39. Y’all
40. Caused by poison ivy
41. *The Da Vinci Code author
43. Relating to the ear
44. Make a connection
46. Address a deity
47. *Norman Mailer’s “The
___ Park”
48. Alex Trebek’s forte
50. Tangerine grapefruit

SMALL WORKS BARUCH: JURIED SHOW WINNERS
Noon-5 p.m. | Sidney Mishkin Gallery | Free
AMAS MUSICAL THEATRE BENEFIT
7-9 p.m. | VC, BPAC | $150/$250/$500
STRATEGIZE TO WIN WITH CARLA HARRIS
4-5 p.m. | VC 14-220 | Free | Book signing at bookstore from 5:15-6 p.m.
HARD TRAVELIN’ WITH WOODY
6-7 p.m. | VC, BPAC | Free
2015 NYC MAYOR’S CUP BASKETBALL ALLSTAR GAMES
5:30 p.m. | VC, Main Gym | $5
ACCOUNTING STANDARDS FOR GLOBAL CAPITAL MARKETS
6-8 p.m. | VC, Engelman Recital Hall | Free | Registration required
MILT HINTON JAZZ SERIES PRESENTS JUSTIN KAUFLIN QUARTET
8-9:20 p.m. | VC, BPAC | $12/$14/$27
LET’S TALK ABOUT FOOD
9-10 p.m. | VC 3-240 | Free
OF HUMAN BONDAGE*
Noon-5 p.m. | John Jay College of Criminal Justice | Free

Stuff, I think

hybrid
52. Like some humor
53. Unit g
55. “The Lord of the Rings”
creature
57. *King of horror
61. Do before kissing the
bride?
64. Serf
65. Energy unit
67. One who does no work
69. In tune
70. Naught
71. Lack of guile
72. Quiet attention grabber
73. Cracker Jack bonus
74. “_____ Anatomy”
DOWN
1. Admit or “___ to”
2. Followers of #13 Across
3. Email folder
4. Consume
5. *”Wonder Boys” author
6. Flu feeling
7. Wade’s opponent
8. Welch dog breed
9. Exclamation of sorrow
10. 18th century composer
11. Brainchild
12. A President can’t serve
more than two
15. Often used to describe
someone who’s tough
20. Dust jacket promo

22. DNA transmitter
24. Queen’s conduct
25. *Pulitzer winner for “The
Goldﬁnch”
26. Very happy
27. Japanese-American
29. Small town or hamlet
31. “American Gothic” painter
32. Revealed
33. Basketry stick
34. Condemn
36. Prisoner’s weapon
38. ____ and cascade
42. Stockings material
45. Nighttime lingerie
49. “We ___ Family”
51. *He wrote of the world
according to Garp
54. Beside, archaic
56. Moth-repelling wood
57. “____ ‘til you drop”
58. 6 of these in 64
59. Benevolent and
Protective Order of ____
60. *Author Maya Angelou,
e.g.
61. Like Hans Christian
Andersen’s duckling
62. Pelvic parts
63. *Andrea ____, author
of “Small Island” and “The
Long Song”
66. Host of 2016 Summer
Olympics
68. Hi-___ graphics

JOEY ALLGOOD | WWW.REALWEIRDART.COM

CROSSWORD SOLUTION:

SOFTBALL: BARUCH COLLEGE VS. THE COLLEGE AT OLD WESTBURY*
3 p.m. | Randall’s Field No. 28 | Free

ISSUE 8

ROBERT BARRY: ALL THE THINGS I KNOW . . . 1962 TO THE PRESENT*
1-6 p.m. | Hunter College | Free
FUNDRAISING EVENT IN CELEBRATION OF 13 YEARS OF ADHUNIKA
6-10 p.m. | VC, BPAC | $15/$35 | Advance purchase suggested
LENDACAN FOOD PANTRY FOOD DRIVE*
All-day event | Lehman College | Free
WINDOWS OF INSPIRATION*
Noon-5 p.m. | Queensborough Commmunity College | Free
*Oﬀ-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight

Upcoming Events

TIP OF THE WEEK
If your current resume seems stale to you, give it a mini-makeover. Consider changing the font
(still using a professional one, such as Arial, Calibri or Times New Roman), relabeling some of
your categories or trying a different overall format. And do not forget to bring it to Starr for a look.

In Focus

SUIT UP FOR SUCCESS
March 31 I 12:30-4:30 p.m. I VC 2-190
Come beef up your professional wardrobe and purchase business attire
at extremely low prices. All proceeds go to Relay for Life.
JOB SEARCH BOOT CAMP SERIES: WEEK 1
April 1 I 11 a.m.-noon I VC 2-190
Seniors, graduation is around the corner. Come to this weekly series to
learn essential strategies for conducting a successful job search.

MOCK INTERVIEW MODULE
Have you used the Mock Interview Module yet? If not, now is the time to do so. More and more employers
are insisting upon interviews over Skype or other online programs, so it is critical that you get comfortable with
this format. The module has structured mock interviews that can help you prepare for the real interview. Once
you log in to the module, you are able to use industry-speciﬁc pre-determined interviews or customize your own
interview. The Mock Interview Module gives you access to over 1,000 pre-recorded interview questions. Most
importantly, you can record your interview and share it with people you trust so that they can evaluate your
performance. The Mock Interview Module can be found in the resources section of Starr Search. If you need guidance on how to use the module, visit the SCDC YouTube page for the instructional video.

SOPHOMORE YEAR: NAVIGATING CAREERS
April 14 I 12:30-2:15 p.m. I VC 14-235
If you are a sophomore and in need of career development training,
join this brand new program which will meet over three weeks.
CAREER FAIR SUCCESS STRATEGIES
April 15 I 1-2:30 p.m. I VC 2-190
Get tips from SCDC Staﬀ and Peers for Careers on how to maximize your
experience at the CUNY Big Apple Job & Internship Fair.
For a full listing of events and to RSVP, go to Starr Search.

Internship Cafe
Development Corporation for Israel (Paid)
OPERATIONS INTERNSHIP
Development Corporation for
Israel, commonly known as Israel Bonds, is a broker-dealer that
underwrites securities issued by
the government of Israel in the
United States. In 2013 and 2014,
U.S. Israel bond investments surpassed $1.1 billion, an unprecedented domestic sales achievement. Israel bonds are included
in the portfolios of a diverse array
of investors. Global sales since the
ﬁrst Israel bonds were issued in
1951 have exceeded $37 billion.
Israel Bonds is seeking an intern to work in the operations de-

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

partment. Compensation is $10
per hour. Responsibilities include
providing administrative support
and assisting in special projects.
Proﬁciency in Microsoft Oﬃce
is required.
Candidates should be able to
work a minimum of 10 hours per
week during the school semester,
with possibility of full-time summer work. Prior to commencing
employment, the candidate must
submit to ﬁngerprinting and
a background check. DCI is an
equal opportunity employer.
To learn more and apply, log in
to Starr Search (Job ID # 73476).

Peer Corner
Networking for Business Students
By Jiaxin Karen Lu
Peer for Career
Acquiring networking skills before any event is essential for business students because they frequently need to meet and network
with new people on a regular basis.
How do you make the most out
of every networking event you attend? First, always wear appropriate attire. It might sound easy, but
you would be surprised about the
confusion that surrounds this topic.
If you go to a formal industry and
company, make sure to dress the
part by wearing a clean, ironed and
conservatively colored suit. Alterna-

tively, if you are networking with a
more creative and casual company,
brighter color schemes and patterns
are more acceptable.
Secondly, be aware of your verbal communication. Make it a priority to speak clearly and professionally at an appropriate pace and pitch.
It is important to display friendliness
and conﬁdence in the ﬁrst encounter as it can create a long-lasting
positive impression. Also be aware
of your nonverbal communication.
Avoid defensive body language
such as crossing arms or poor posture, and be sure to maintain eye
contact during conversations. Do
not forget to smile.
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Cruz announces run for US president Stewart contemplates
Texas senator eschews Canadian birth to campaign on aggressive anti-immigration policy
teaching at Baruch
BY MACE WINDU

During a press conference last
week at Liberty University, Sen.
Ted Cruz, a Texas Republican, announced his run for U.S. president.
Notorious for his conspicuously
contrarian, deceptively opportunistic platforms, Cruz made sure
to announce alongside his run for
presidency a series of plans, packages and reforms he has planned
for his inevitable victory.
There had long been speculation that Cruz would announce
his candidacy, so much so that
it had become a matter of when,
not if. Many wondered how Cruz,
ever the ideologue, would appeal
to the youth. Donning an American flag suit with “’Murica” crossstitched into the back, overlaid
with rage comics and success kid
memes, Cruz arrived at the Liberty University escorted by a motorcade of Harley Davidsons and
Hooters girls.
Cruz gave his speech to a crowd
of students aboard the bed of a
Ford F-150. Amid roars of applause
and thunderous cheers, his hype
man, Riff Raff would jam a patriotic riff on a Stratocaster guitar.
“We’re gonna take back the
White House from that gun-grabbing, two-timing, no-good cheat of
a president Barack O-bomb-a and
his democratic cronies. We’ll fence
up the border, mount M60s on the
backs of trucks and hire good ol’
Americans to keep watch of our
hard-earned turf!”
On the heels of this, Cruz announced his plan for his new jobs
program proposal, America Works,
shortened to AmWorks. He outlined his plan as follows: divert
50 percent of funds from Environmental Protection Agency and
Federal Emergency Management

Agency to fund a border control
agency that will “indiscriminately
hire” from a “random sample of
resumes” of white, Christian men.
“This country’s majority deserves
to be protected by its majority.
If anyone should have that duty,
it should be those who make up
this country’s backbone, doing
the work no one else wants to do,”
he said.
Public sector border-control
jobs granted through AmWorks
will be funded directly by the joint
account of the halved EPA and
FEMA budgets while private sector security firms and paramilitary
organizations will either be subsidized or promised “electoral incentives” as compensation.
Critics have long questioned his
immigration policies in light of his
Latino heritage and, likewise, his
Canadian birth. Cruz made sure
to highlight this, noting, “Now you
all may be wondering, aren’t I from
Canada? Aren’t I a Latino? And
you might be wondering, if these
policies go into effect, wouldn’t a
person like me not be able to run
for president? If you are, I would
say you are right. I got lucky. But
just because I squeaked by on a
loophole doesn’t mean the rest of
them should!”
Cruz also mentioned that despite having been born in Canada,
he was critical of President Barack
Obama’s country of birth. “There’s
nothing un-American about me! I
love democracy, I love liberty, and
the only thing maple about me is
the color of my skin!”
He then expounded upon his
envisaged immigration policy.
Cruz plans to lay a barbed-wire
fence along the length of both
American borders, buttressed by
sand bags and slabs of Soviet-era
concrete. He has specific plans for

a “Le mur du Canada” and a “El
Pared de Mexico.” Along the fence
line, watchtowers and sniper’s
nests will be erected as well. Upon
assuming office, Cruz intends to
roll out the first “armada” of roving
pickup trucks behind the line, under the direction of his anticipated Homeland Security Secretary
Dick Cheney.
So confident was he in his anticipated victory, Cruz had Raff
spell his campaign’s slogan in
his beard: “Cruz 2016: the only
choice you have.” Reports tell of
students “foaming at the mouth”
with ecstasy in response to Cruz’s
campaign promises.
Before ending his speech, Cruz
made one final remark to the students of Liberty University: “I already told my wife that I won. So
that means I’m counting on you to
make my dream come true. That’s
the American way!”
He then stepped back from the
podium, hands in the air while his
Hooters girls’ escorts launched
T-shirts into the crowd as Raff
jammed a gnarly melody on his
neon guitar.
Throughout the spectacle, social media erupted with a smattering of tweets and posts, many
confused, some derisory and a
select few aroused. Obama himself
tweeted, “I’d like to thank my wife
and the constitution for not letting
me run again, but America needs
#hope and #change, not #boos
and #cruz.”
Other notables, including a
large contingent of Southern rappers as well as the leader of the
KKK announced their support for
Cruz’s candidacy. In a statement,
Thom Robb of the Knights of the
KKK said, “America’s dark past has
a bright future in that tan man,
Ted Cruz.”

CONTINUED FROM THE FRONT PAGE
Perhaps his departure was not
so surprising, given that for the
last year or so Stewart has involved
himself in other projects, including making his directorial debut
with the release of Rosewater, a
film recreating the capture and
subsequent months-long interrogation of a BBC journalist in Iran.
CUNY is on the latest of his list of
new experiences.
Stewart’s course will be crosslisted with several departments
and schools across Baruch College. Due to the variety of topics
the class will cover, the course
will be listed as COM/JRN/PAF/
POL/THE 1337. The class, titled
“Contemporary Global News Satire,” will be available to students
who have completed COM 1010,
ENG 2150 and two semesters of a
foreign language.
Considering Weissman School
of Arts and Sciences is seeking independence from Baruch, Baruch
students from non-Weissman
schools would be required to register through e-permit, a system
that allows CUNY students to take
courses in colleges aside from the
ones they are enrolled in.
Class sizes will be small, hosting only 25 seats. Stewart is expected to teach around four sections
for the semester, with the feedback
from the course dictating whether
or not he would continue during
future semesters.
In an interview with The Tickler,
Stewart noted that he would not be
teaching alone. Like the format of
his show, Stewart intends to have
weekly correspondents, including former co-stars acting as guest
lecturers. The correspondents will
help Stewart cover different fac-

ets of news satire. Stewart assured
that this practice was conceived
not because former Daily Show
correspondents have nowhere to
go, stating that each “has a dismally bright future in front of them.”
The satirist went on to describe
his intentions with the course. “I’m
trying to design a class that allows
students to truly understand the
various levels, difficulties and aspects of news critique and satire.”
When asked about his teaching
style, Stewart answered with his
trademark smirk. “Well, it’ll have
influences from my usual shtick.
I would like to have students keep
up-to-date with the news on a
daily basis. From there we would
analyze a few specific pieces,” he
said. “Of course, we’re also going
to go through the basic theories
and viewpoints on the nature and
history of particular critique.”
Stewart added that he wanted
to take a special segment or two
to cover news satirist on a more
global perspective.
Weissman Dean Jeffrey Peck
expressed his joy at having Stewart
teach at Baruch. “This is delightful,
an absolutely unprecedented opportunity. I am sure he’ll be quite
popular among the students and
has a wealth of experience to bring
to the proverbial news table.”
Baruch senior Josh Nichols,
majoring in theater, seemed unable to contain his excitement
upon hearing the news. “Stewart’s
coming here? Finally, I can see
him without getting those tickets!”
Baruch freshman Bed Nigby,
undeclared in major, was also surprised. “Oh. I didn’t know that. It’s
cool, I suppose. I mean, he was on
TV and all.”
Registration for the fall semester begins April 13.

College replaces missing Baruch statue with copy from Camden
CONTINUED FROM THE FRONT PAGE
Also in attendance at the meeting was the head of Public Safety,
Sgt. Dick Tracy from the New York
Police Department and USG President Connor Levens. “I honestly
don’t know why they called me to
that meeting,” said Levens. “There
are just more important things for
me to be doing, like buying more
bow ties.”
The heads of Weissman School
of Arts and Sciences and the School
of Public Affairs were initially unaware of the meeting but found out
about it via social media. “Mitch’s
[Wallerstein] Facebook page had
him tagged at Baruch College and
described the predicament,” said
someone in the administration
who was aware of the situation,
though it should be noted that the
post has been taken down.
Security cameras captured the
robbery, but “due to a lack of funding, cameras, initially installed in
2002, only take fuzzy stills,” said a
Public Safety officer, who wished
to remain anonymous for fear of
departmental action. The robber
could not be identified by the video
and only appeared on camera as a
“gray splotch.”
With the understanding that
the statue may never be recovered
and with Tracy informing that the
NYPD had no leads, those in attendance at the March 23 meeting
discussed what steps the school
should take to rectify the situation,
said Levens.
The statue of Bernard Baruch
that graced the VC lobby is very
similar to a statue of him in Camden, South Carolina, located on
the lawn of the Camden Archives
and Museum. Both statues feature
Baruch sitting on a park bench, as
he was known as the “Park Bench
Statesman.” Baruch was often seen
talking with business leaders, poli-
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The police were unable to
disclose any more information
by press time due to the
pending nature of the case,
but they did reveal that a
Baruch student has been taken
into custody for questioning.
Public Safety oﬃcials said the
student is the same person
believed to have kicked over
the Bearcat ice sculpture last
winter although Public Safety
was never able to prove this
student’s involvement.

A similar statue of Bernard Baruch was shipped from South Carolina to replace the missing statue of the college’s namesake.
ticians or just people on the street
from a park bench across from the
White House or in Central Park.
At the meeting, it was suggested that as a last resort the college
should pay the city of Camden for
their statue, offering a percentage
of this year’s endowment to the
municipality.
Mayor of Camden Tony P. Scully
was contacted to field his interest,
but Scully felt selling just one of the
statues would not make sense. The
statue in Camden has Baruch looking toward a statue of Hall of Fame
baseball player Larry Doby, who
was the second baseball player to
break the color barrier.
The juxtaposition of the two figures, Baruch and Doby, who seem
to be conversing with each other,
is supposed to represent a theme

of “reconciliation” and the sharing of experiences across “time,
race and religion,” reported Crescent the Magazine. Selling only
one would confuse the idea of
the installation.
Baruch administrators then
reportedly offered to buy both
statues, offering a 7 percent stake
in Baruch’s endowment for fiscal
year 2015 to Camden, and Scully
agreed to the deal before noon, according to the mayor’s office. The
statues were shipped on a truck
to Baruch.
Three days after the deal, on
March 26, the NYPD recovered security footage from Di Di Dumpling—known for delicious pot
stickers—located on 24th Street
and Lexington Avenue. The footage depicts Baruch’s Bearcat mas-

cot wheeling the statue down 24th
Street in a dolly, said police.
“This gave us the only lead we
had,” said Tracy, who is the primary investigator. “Before we had the
footage, I thought the case would
have to be left opened.”
Tracy and a team of detectives
worked around the clock acquiring security footage from buildings
along 24th Street, eventually mapping the disguised robber’s trek up
Park Avenue and into Central Park.
“How nobody reported seeing
this or took a photo of it is beyond
me even though it was very early in
the morning,” said Tracy.
The police were unable to disclose any more information by
press time due to the pending nature of the case, but they did reveal
that a Baruch student has been

taken into custody for questioning.
Public Safety officials said the
student is the same person believed
to have kicked over the Bearcat ice
sculpture last winter although Public Safety was never able to prove
this student’s involvement.
If convicted of the burglary, the
unidentified student could face up
to five years in prison and a lifetime
of taking courses at CUNY.
The college declined to comment on the reported purchase of
the statues, but the statues did arrive on March 27, a member of the
custodial staff said.
“They asked us to clean the statues, and to put the one of Baruch
on display,” said the custodian. “I
don’t know what the hell they plan
to do with the statue of the ballplayer, though.”
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THE TICKLER PRESENTS

THE ‛90S DAD FASHION EVENT

Come to
the ‘90s
Dad Fashion
Event in VC
3-290 on
Tuesday,
April 1 during
club hours!
Wear any of
the classic
dad outfits
collecting
dust in your
closets!

Meet Tactical Dad, Tweed Dad, Contractor Dad,
Commuter Dad and “I‛ll do your taxes” Dad!

